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What This Book is About
The purpose of this book is to help readers configure packet filter
exceptions in Novell BorderManager 2.1, 3.0 and 3.5. I wrote this
book after spending over two years answering questions on Novell's
BorderManager products in the Novell Support Connection forums
and setting up numerous BorderManager servers myself. After
answering many of the same types of questions day after day, I could
see a clear need for a book that explains how packet filters work and
how to set up filter exceptions.

I also gained some insight into the level of experience of the typical
BorderManager administrator who frequents the Novell Support
Connection public forums.  Most have some knowledge of TCP/IP,
routing, proxies, and filters, but do not have the breadth and depth of
knowledge to feel comfortable in dealing with packet filtering. Even
those public forums users who were comfortable with packet filtering
frequently need a little help in understanding how all the parts fit
together, or simply want a quick explanation for a particular filter
exception.  This book is written to the level of understanding of that
'average' forum user.  Despite the title, this book is not limited to just
the 'beginner', and it will prove a useful reference to even quite
advanced users.  I often consult it when answering questions online.

One of the frequent complaints that most public forum users have
about documentation on Novell products is that there are not enough
examples.  I have tried to address that concern in this book by
providing many examples.  As is true with most people, I find it
easier to understand the theory behind a complex networking function
when I can see an example.  Therefore I provide explanations of how
packet filters operate and examples of working packet filter
exceptions. Readers can take the examples provided and in most
cases simply substitute their interface names or IP addresses and have
their own custom filter exceptions working in a very short amount of
time. In particular, I discuss and provide examples of packet filter
exceptions for:

• Inbound traffic to reverse proxy acceleration of internal web
servers on secondary IP addresses

• Inbound traffic through static NAT configurations for Citrix,
FTP, pcANYWHERE and SMTP hosts

• Outbound traffic for AOL Instant Messenger (AIM), Citrix, DNS,
FTP, HTTP, HTTPS (SSL), ICQ, POP3, NNTP, NTP/SNTP,
RealAudio, SMTP and TELNET.

Most of the discussion and examples focus on the filtering
capabilities provided with BorderManager 3.0 and 3.5 (such as
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stateful filtering), but mention is also made of the limitations of
BorderManager 2.1 and how to work around them.

A good source of information on BorderManager in general is the
web-based Novell Support Connection Public Forums at
http://support.novell.com, or forums.novell.com (NNTP). I highly
recommend using an NNTP reader to check out the forums.

BorderManager documentation from Novell is available at Novell’s
web site at the following URL:

http://www.novell.com/documentation
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The Test Configuration
This book works under the following assumptions, and most of the
examples provided are based on this network configuration, which is
shown in Figure 1.

A dedicated Internet connection is provided through a router to a
small external IP segment. On that external IP segment there is a
LAN connection to the router, a LAN connection to a BorderManager
server, and potentially a LAN connection to a PC, which can be used
for testing connections 'outside’ the internal LAN. A BorderManager
server is set up with two network interfaces, one connected to the
external LAN (Internet/public side) and one connected to the internal
LAN (private side). Multiple publicly-registered IP addresses are
assumed to be available on the external IP segment, meaning at least
a 255.255.255.248 subnet mask* is in use on the external IP segment
to allow up to six useable IP addresses on that segment.

The internal (private side) LAN consists of a private address range, in
this book 192.168.10.0.

Dynamic NAT is enabled on the primary public IP address of the
BorderManager server (4.3.2.254).

At least one secondary IP address is assigned for use for reverse
proxy acceleration of an internal web server. At least one secondary
IP address is assigned for static NAT to an internal mail server, an
FTP server and a pcANYWHERE host. The BorderManager default
filters are applied.

* With a .248 subnet mask, one of the six available publicly-
registered IP addresses will be assigned to the router LAN port, one
will be reserved for a test PC, and the remaining four are then
available to assign to the BorderManager public interface. More IP
addresses can be assigned to the BorderManager server if you have,
for instance, a full Class-C public address range available to you.
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In the scenario shown in Figure 1, all the internal hosts have a default
gateway set to 192.168.10.252. The BorderManager server has a
default route set to the LAN port of a router at 4.3.2.1, as does the test
PC. The BorderManager public side network interface is named
PUBLIC, and the private side network interface is named PRIVATE.

Figure 1 - BorderManager IP Addressing Test Scenario
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The Basics
Before you start trying to set up filter exceptions, you need to know
basic information like:

• how packet filtering works

• how port numbers are used

• how routing works

• how to add additional IP addresses to one network interface card

• how to view what is happening to IP packets at a NetWare server

This section covers much of what you need.

How Packet Filtering Works
Packet filtering works by examining fields in TCP/IP data packets
and allowing them to be routed or not depending on the value of
certain fields. This book primarily is concerned with filtering as it
pertains to the source and destination port numbers, and somewhat
with source and destination IP Address fields.

Generally, ALL traffic is filtered at some point, and certain
exceptions are allowed through. In the case of Novell’s
BorderManager, the default filters stop all inbound IP traffic from the
public interface, and outbound IP traffic going to the public interface.
In addition, the default filters include certain filter exceptions that are
needed for HTTP Proxy and VPN to function.

Note  The default filters also include IPX filters, but this book is entirely

concerned with IP filters and does not make any other mention of IPX
filtering.

The filters, and filter exceptions, do not just stop data from getting
‘through’, but actually stop traffic from either entering or leaving a
certain IP address or a certain network interface. This is an important
point, because you may run into situations where traffic is allowed to
an internal (private side) interface on your BorderManager server, but
is dropped when it tries to leave an external (public side) IP address.
Thus, the direction that traffic is flowing is also considered in packet
filtering.
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Stateful Filters

Stateful filters automatically keep track of a ‘conversation’ between
the originating host and the receiving host. A stateful filter not only
allows a certain port number in one direction, but also allows the
necessary return traffic back from the other end (without having to set
up a second filter exception for the return traffic). A stateful filter is
best applied to source and destination interfaces. A stateful filter
automatically includes ACK bit filtering to TCP packets.

BorderManager versions 3.0 and later provide the option of stateful
filtering, and come with several predefined stateful filter definitions.
Stateful filters are very convenient as they are easy to set up and are
more secure than non-stateful filters. However, they are
(theoretically) a bit slower as there is more CPU and memory
overhead involved. In this book, most of the outbound filter examples
shown use stateful filters, but, except for FTP, the inbound exceptions
(to static NAT hosts) do not use stateful filters in an attempt to
maximize performance.  Stateful filters can be applied to TCP, UDP
and ICMP traffic.

ACK Bit Filters

ACK bit filters check for the presence of the ACK bit (acknowledge
bit) in a TCP packet. (UDP packets don’t have an ACK bit). When a
TCP ‘conversation’ (session) is initiated, the first TCP packet doesn’t
have the ACK bit set. However, the return traffic and subsequent
packets between source and destination for that session do have the
ACK bit set. Since you generally cannot initiate a TCP session to a
host with the ACK bit already set, filtering incoming traffic for the
presence of an ACK bit (not set = filter the packet) is better for
security than not checking the ACK bit. The idea here is to allow
TCP packets out with the ACK bit not set, so that internal hosts can
start a session with a host on the outside of the firewall, but not allow
the packets in unless the ACK bit is already set.

Novell provides the ability to use ACK bit filtering in BorderManager
3.0 and later. This book does not show any ACK bit filter examples
as stateful filters are used instead.
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What Are Port Numbers?
Port numbers can be thought of as describing the type of data
contained within a packet. (Strictly speaking, port numbers just
represent the end point of a connection, and not the type of data, but it
is useful in this book to consider certain port numbers as meaning
certain types of data). Both the sending and receiving program must
agree on what port numbers are being used for the program to
function. Typically, a ‘well-known’ port number is used for the
destination port when trying to initiate a conversation over IP. Most
well-known programs use port numbers below 1024.

Note  A search of the Internet for 'well-known port numbers' should turn up a

number of sites that list many well-known port numbers.

For example, a TELNET session would typically send out the first
packet with a destination port of 23. The receiving program would
effectively be looking for port 23 inside incoming data packets, and
when one was found with that port, the data would be processed
further.

Note  Strictly speaking, the application registers a listener port with the stack.

The stack itself then monitors incoming packets on the port and puts it into a

queue (where there is one queue per listener). The application monitors this
queue and picks up any packets found in there and processes them.  This is
the technical explanation (from a Novell engineer), but I find it easier to just
think of an application listening for certain port numbers!

On the other hand, the source port is typically assigned at random,
from a range of 1024 to 65535. Return traffic to the originating host
would send back data packets using the original source port as a
destination port. Consider the following example:

A Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) packet is sent from 4.3.2.1
to 192.168.10.100 using source port 1059 (chosen at random from a
range of numbers between 1024 and 65535) and destination port 25.
The originating SMTP program expects to receive return traffic on a
destination port of 1059 or it will not recognize the traffic as a
response to this packet.

The SMTP mail server at 192.168.10.100 receives the packet,
recognizes that it is an SMTP mail packet (because the destination
port number is 25) and processes it.

The SMTP mail server at 192.168.10.100 then sends out a return
packet using the original source and destination ports, except that it
switches the two. A new packet goes back to 4.3.2.1 using source port
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25 and destination port 1059. The host at 4.3.2.1 receives the packet
from 192.168.10.100, and it recognizes the source port 1059 as being
part of a conversation it was trying to have with the host at
192.168.10.100, and it processes the data accordingly.
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How Routing Works
A discussion of routing protocols is well beyond the scope of this
book, but some discussion must be made since packet filter issues
often turn out to be routing issues instead!  Generally, you need to be
sure that a routing protocol such as IP RIP is enabled on your internal
routers, or you have entered static routes for all your internal
networks.

There are two basic points to be made here:

In order to move a packet inside your LAN, all the routers (including
BorderManager) must know all the interior subnets and what
interface/IP address is used to forward any packets destined for that
subnet. You may think that data is not getting ‘through’ the firewall
because you are not seeing a response, but the problem may simply
be that the BorderManager server did not know how to get the packet
back to your host.

All routers and hosts on both internal and external IP segments must
have a default route set up!   Once you try to communicate with hosts
on the Internet, it is not possible to build a routing table in which the
location of every subnet is included. Instead, a default route (default
gateway) is used to forward any packet with an unknown network
address. The default route/gateway is always an IP address on the
same network as the host, and points to the next hop to be used to get
an unknown packet out to the Internet. Typically, on a
BorderManager server, the default route is set to the external IP
segment address (this would be a LAN port, not a WAN port) of a
router connected to the Internet. NetWare server default routes are
configured in INETCFG.NLM, and stored in the
SYS:ETC\GATEWAYS file. They can be verified using
TCPCON.NLM.

The first thing to try when you have a communications issue is to
disable packet filtering. (This is, of course, an obvious security hole,
but it is the easiest way to confirm that filtering is an issue). If the
traffic still doesn’t flow, you are likely to be having a routing issue,
and experience says that most routing issues involve incorrect or
missing default routes.

Here is an analogy of what a default route is. Say you live in a house
with several other people, and you want to send one of them a little
letter. You write the letter and are ready to deliver it. Since you live
in the house, you not only know the address of everyone in the house
(master bedroom, kid's bedroom, etc.) but you know how to find the
room. So you go to the room and slide the letter under the door. Now,
let's say you want to mail a letter to someone else, and that person
lives in another city. You have the address, but you have no clue how
to deliver the letter yourself!  But you DO have a 'default route' - the
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mailbox. So you drop the letter in the mailbox, and trust the postman
to deliver the letter. The postman of course doesn't have any idea how
to deliver that letter either, but he/she DOES have another default
route - the letter sorting bin for letters going out of town. Along
various steps of the way, the letter keeps getting delivered not directly
to the end destination, but instead to the next 'hop' along the way to
the destination. Finally, a postman on the final step of the letter's
journey gets the mail, and since he/she actually knows where the
house is, the letter can be put into a final destination (mailbox). Even
then, someone at the house may pick up the letter and forward it onto
the intended recipient.

Now suppose that the reader of the letter wants to send a reply. All of
the same steps have to occur in the reverse direction, or the reply does
not get through.

There is even a measure of filtering involved here - if the letter does
not have enough postage, it does not get through.

What is the point of all of this?  If ANY step in the process IN BOTH
DIRECTIONS does not have a default route, the mail (your TCP/IP
packets) will not get through, unless the end address is a local address
(inside your house = inside your LAN). Remember that the first step
a packet takes toward a host outside your LAN is the next router on
your LAN, and your own PC needs a default route to it in order to
start the packet on its way.
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Setting up the Default Route
Your BorderManager server will need a default route configured in
order to function. This is most easily done at the server console using
INETCFG.NLM as shown below.

To set up a default route, type LOAD INETCF G at the server
console prompt, select Protocols, TCP/IP, enable static routing, and
select LAN Static Routing Table.

Figure 2 - Select LAN Static Routing Table
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Once you select LAN Static Routing Table, press Insert, and then
select Default Route.

Enter the default route for your server. This should be the local LAN
address of the router connecting your BorderManager server to the
Internet, or the router that is the next hop towards the Internet.

Figure 4 - INETCFG - Enter Next HOP Router on Route

Figure 3 - Select Default Route
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When done entering data, accept the changes, and go back to the
main menu.

Select Reinitialize System to put the changes in to effect. (Or type in
reinitialize system at the console prompt). Exit INETCFG when
done.

Note  The default route entry should appear in the SYS:ETC\GATEWAYS
file, and look something like this:

You can also edit this file manually if you wish, but remember to type
reinitialize system when done editing.

The Net 0 (sometimes shown as 0.0.0.0) indicates 'default route', by
convention.  Gateway is a key word indicating that all packets going
to network 0 (which means all packets going to some address not
otherwise present in the routing tables on the server) will be sent to
the IP address following (4.3.2.1).  Metric 1 means that the cost of
this route is '1' (which is as low as Novell allows and takes
precedence over higher cost routes).  Passive effectively means that
the route is considered to always be available.

Figure 5 - Select Reinitialize System in INETCFG

Net  0            Gateway 4.3.2.1 Metric 1 Passive
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 Public and Private IP Address Networks
In order to route IP traffic to the proper host on the Internet, each host
must be configured with a globally unique IP address that is
registered with Internic. Such an IP address is called a public IP
address. A company will normally purchase an IP address range from
an Internet Service Provider (ISP) and pay a yearly maintenance fee
based partly on the number of IP addresses they are reserving. The
ISP will take care of ensuring that all incoming Internet traffic to a
host within that IP address range knows how to get there. It is
essential to have at least one properly registered public IP address
configured on the public interface of your BorderManager server for
it to communicate to the Internet (unless using Network Address
Translation on an ‘upstream’ router).

Partly because of the cost involved, and partly because the world is
running out of publicly available IP address ranges, not everyone has
public IP addresses assigned inside their private LAN’s. In some
cases (not recommended), an address range registered to a different
company is in use on a private LAN. To avoid the situation where
registered addresses are being used on different networks, three
different IP address networks have been set aside for anyone to use.
These special IP networks are called private IP addresses. Internet
routers are programmed to drop packets with a private IP
destination address. The three private address ranges set aside for
use are:

• 10.x.x.x  (a full class A range)

• 172.16.x.x to 172.31.x.x  (15 Class B ranges)

• 192.168.x.x (254 Class C ranges)

You can use these IP networks as you wish within your internal
network and subnet them as needed, but they MUST be used with
either dynamic NAT (Network Address Translation) or proxy
services or both. Most people find the 192.168.x.x network to be the
easiest to work with as it is easier to understand Class C subnetting
than other classes. The use of these IP networks is discussed in the
following document:

RFC 1918 - Address Allocation for Private Internets. Y.

Rekhter, B. Moskowitz, D. Karrenberg, G. J. de Groot & E.

Lear. February 1996. (Format: TXT=22270 bytes) (Obsoletes

RFC1627, RFC1597) (Also BCP0005) (Status: BEST CURRENT

PRACTICE)

Note  use this URL for a link to RFC 1918: ftp://ftp.isi.edu/in-notes/rfc1918.txt
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Since these ranges cannot ‘talk’ to the Internet (packets from these
addresses will be dropped at some point on an Internet router), some
special techniques must be used to let internal hosts using these
addresses communicate to the Internet. The two techniques in use are
NAT (Network Address Translation) and Proxy. BorderManager
provides both capabilities. Both techniques effectively substitute the
public IP address of the BorderManager server for the actual (private)
source address of the host originating the traffic.

There is not a problem using NAT and proxy services at the same
time.  You can easily have some types of traffic using a proxy and
other types of traffic using NAT. For the security-conscious, consider
that using a proxy is considered to be more secure than using NAT, if
you have the option of using either.

Remember – if you use the private IP addresses, you will not get a response
back from the Internet to your PC unless you are using a Proxy, a Gateway
service or have dynamic NAT enabled!  This has nothing to do with filtering!
The routers on the Internet will drop packets with private addresses.
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Secondary IP Addresses
Once you wish to provide a service to users on the Internet (like a
public web server), you will often find that you need to assign more
than one IP address to the public network interface card in a firewall,
in this case BorderManager. You will usually need a dedicated IP
address for each service, such as a web server or a mail server that
you want to host. The characteristic involved is whether or not you
need to allow incoming traffic – traffic going from the internal LAN
to the outside (Internet) is usually sent out a single IP address and
doesn’t require any additional addresses on the BorderManager
server.

With NetWare it is possible to assign many IP addresses to each
network interface in a server, though it isn’t so easy to see more than
one assigned address.

Note  You can assign addresses in different networks to a single network

card, and NetWare will route between them as if they were assigned to two

different network cards. Assigning addresses from different networks is done
in INETCFG by simply binding a new address to an interface. An example
would be to assign 192.168.10.254 and 172.16.31.254 to an interface. This
book does not cover such an assignment, as it is not normally needed in a
BorderManager configuration.  This is NOT the same as a secondary IP
address.

A typical way to assign multiple addresses to a network interface is to
add IP addresses from within the same IP network to an interface. An
example would be to assign 192.168.10.253 and 192.168.10.252 to an
interface that already has IP address 192.168.10.254 bound (from
INTECFG). These types of addresses on a NetWare server are called
secondary IP addresses. Assign a secondary IP address to an
interface with the add secondary ipaddress command, as in this
example which adds IP address 192.168.10.253 to an existing
interface.

Note  IPADDRESS is all one word!

NetWare will look at the addresses already assigned to the interfaces
and add the secondary IP address to the interface that is already
configured for that network range. Again, an example would be to

ADD SECONDARY IPADDRESS 192.168.10.253
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have a current binding of 192.168.10.254 on an interface (configured
with INETCFG under Bindings, TCP/IP), and ADD SECONDARY
IPADDRESS 192.168.10.253 at the server console. You would then
have two addresses assigned to the same interface. Once you have
executed the ADD command, the IP address is instantly available –
you do not have to reinitialize or reboot the server.

Secondary IP addresses do not show up when typing CONFIG at the
server, and they do not show up in the Bindings menu of INETCFG.
You display the secondary IP addresses with the command

If you wish to remove a secondary IP address, use the command
delete secondary ipaddress as in this example that removes the
previously defined secondary address of 192.168.10.253.

Caution! Secondary IP addresses are not permanent  – you need to put the
ADD SECONDARY IPADDRESS 129.168.10.253 command in
AUTOEXEC.NCF (after the primary bindings are made) so that the
addresses will be available after a server reboot.

DISPLAY SECONDARY IPADDRESS

DELETE SECONDARY IPADDRESS 192.168.10.253
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NAT (Routing) versus Proxy
BorderManager provides more than one means of getting to the
Internet – using a Gateway service, using a Proxy service (only HTTP
proxy in BorderManager 2.1, and several proxies in BorderManager
3.0 or later), or using simple routing. For the purposes of this book,
the difference is that simple routing requires more setup on the part of
the administrator in terms of filter exceptions, NAT and DNS.

When using a Proxy service on BorderManager, the originating
program at the PC (a browser, for example) is normally configured
with a special proxy setting that points to the BorderManager private
IP address and designated listening port number. When that PC sends
out traffic, packets are handed off to the BorderManager proxy, and
the proxy then regenerates the packets onto its public interface (with
the BorderManager public IP address as the packet's source address).
A proxy does not route the packet between interfaces, it regenerates it
- this is an essential difference between using a proxy and using NAT,
because NAT will require filter exceptions to allow the packet to be
routed between interfaces while a proxy simply skips that step. When
the return traffic comes back to the BorderManager server, the proxy
regenerates the reply onto the private interface with the original PC’s
IP address as the return packet destination address. Because the proxy
is doing all the work for the PC, the PC doesn’t have to be configured
with DNS (at least not in the case of HTTP proxy), nor do any special
filters need to be set up, nor does dynamic NAT have to be enabled at
the server. However, the server itself must be properly configured to
resolve DNS queries. You control traffic through proxies by setting
up access rules in the BorderManager configuration.

If routing (as with NAT) is used instead of Proxy services, you will
need to

• define a DNS entry on the originating host PC, at least if DNS
hostname queries are required for the service (such as HTTP)

• enable Dynamic NAT on the BorderManager server if a private
IP network address is used on the internal LAN

In addition, some type of filter exception must be configured on the
BorderManager server to allow the desired traffic to go out and to
allow the return traffic to get back in. The only control over outbound
traffic is to set up the filter exceptions allowing the traffic. These
exceptions can allow every host in the internal LAN to get out, or
only selected IP network ranges, or only selected IP addresses (hosts).
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Dynamic NAT - for Outbound Traffic
Dynamic NAT is used to automatically translate (and ‘hide’) internal
IP addresses to a public IP address on the BorderManager server.
Dynamic NAT keeps track of the conversations taking place and
dynamically couples the return traffic to the original requester.
Dynamic NAT is almost always set up on the primary public IP
address only (in INETCFG, under Bindings, select the public IP
address, then select Expert Options).  With dynamic NAT, all the IP
packets sent out will have the same source IP address.

The example above shows an entry in INETCFG for both static and
dynamic NAT enabled.

Some points in regard to dynamic NAT:

• Dynamic NAT may not be as secure against Internet ‘hacks’ as
using proxies.

• Dynamic NAT still requires filter exceptions to allow traffic
through.

• Dynamic NAT is used to allow outbound traffic – traffic
originating from a host on your internal LAN.

If you have a service running directly on the BorderManager server
that you need to access from the Internet, you need to add the
following command to AUTOEXEC.NCF so that traffic is allowed to
‘get into’ the BorderManager server:

Figure 6 - INETCFG - Select Static and Dynamic in Network Address
Translation

SET NAT DYNAMIC MODE TO PASS THRU=ON
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In general, if you have dynamic NAT enabled, and something on the
server isn’t working, try the above SET command.
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Static NAT - for Inbound Traffic
Static NAT is used to allow inbound traffic through a
BorderManager firewall to a specific internal host IP address. If you
want to make an internal host available to the Internet with
BorderManager, your options are to set up static NAT (and
appropriate filter exceptions) or Reverse Proxy. Static NAT involves
pairing an address on the public side of the BorderManager server
with the IP address of any internal host on your network.

Static NAT is almost always done with a secondary IP address
assigned to the public interface in a BorderManager server. Using
Static NAT with the primary public IP address on the BorderManager
server will result in almost all BorderManager services failing.

Static NAT requires filter exceptions to work. Generally you set up
one filter exception to allow desired traffic TO the private internal IP
address, and a second filter exception to allow traffic FROM the
secondary IP address.

Note  That's right - I said the filter exceptions for static NAT use the internal

IP address of the host, not the IP address assigned on the BorderManager
server!

Static NAT offers less security than Reverse Proxy does.

You can only configure one static NAT address pair for any IP
address. If you want more than one internal host to be available to the
Internet through static NAT, you will have to have more than one
public-side IP address assigned to the server.

For instance, you have two internal FTP servers you wish to get to
from the Internet, 192.168.10.100 and 192.168.10.101. You have
assigned a secondary IP address of 4.3.2.253 to your BorderManager
public IP interface. You set up a static NAT address pair of
public=4.3.2.253 and private=192.168.10.100. You cannot now
assign the 192.168.10.101 address as a static NAT pair unless you
add one more public IP address, such as 4.3.2.252.

Static NAT can be (and usually is) configured in addition to dynamic
NAT.
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Static NAT and Filtering
The reader will observe later in this book that filter exceptions for
static NAT are applied differently that filter exceptions for a reverse
proxy.  Specifically, the filter exceptions for static NAT are applied to
the internal IP address of the host in the static NAT configuration,
while the filter exceptions for reverse proxy are applied to the
secondary IP address on the BorderManager server (and not the
internal IP address of the web server being reverse accelerated).  The
reason for this has to do with how filtering works in relation to NAT.

When you enable static NAT on an interface (usually the public
interface, via the public IP address binding) visualize NAT as being
on the interface, but filtering as happening in the 'middle' of the
server.  When packets come into the server from the public side, they
will first be acted upon by NAT, and then by filtering.  Thus the filter
exceptions for static NAT (which is primarily used to allow inbound
traffic) have to be set up for the traffic after the address conversion
has occurred.

Conversely, for the outbound traffic, filtering happens first, and then
the NAT translation.
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Setting up Static NAT
The following instructions show how to use INETCFG.NLM at the
server console to enter a static NAT address pair. You must first have
the public IP address configured on the server.

At the BorderManager server console prompt, type LOAD
INETCFG , select Bindings, select <your public IP address>, select
Expert TCP/IP Bind Options, and you will be able to select the
menu entry for Network Address Translation.

Figure 7- INETCFG - Select Network Address Translation

Figure 8 - INETCFG - Select Static and Dynamic in INETCFG
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If you have any secondary IP addresses set up, and you want to use
static NAT as well as dynamic NAT, select Static and Dynamic.

If you select static NAT, or Static and Dynamic as an option, you
must enter a public/private address pair. Enter the public IP address
you are using for static NAT and the internal IP address of the server
being accessed via static NAT. Save the changes, exit to the main
menu, and select Reinitialize System to put the new static NAT table
into effect.

Note  Should you at any time delete the private interface network card setting

in INETCFG and recreate it, or if you first set up the public interface before
setting up the private interface, you may find you have a problem. In at least

some versions of NetWare (4.11 and 5.0 have been seen to do this under
various patch levels), static NAT will not retain the address pairs following a
reboot. The cause is that the public interface gets loaded first, and for some
reason that wipes out the static NAT settings. The cure is to go into
INETCFG, remove the public interface definition and reinitialize system
(possibly even reboot the server). Then go back into INETCFG and re-enter

the public interface definition and bindings. An even better solution might be
to simply rename the existing SYS:ETC\NETINFO.CFG and
SYS:ETC\TCPIP.CFG files and recreate all the settings in INETCFG.

Figure 9 - INETCFG - Public and Private Static NAT IP addresses
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Static NAT versus Reverse Proxy Acceleration

All versions of BorderManager offer Reverse Proxy Acceleration,
(for HTTP), sometimes just called Acceleration. This capability can
greatly enhance the performance and security of an internal web
server by making it available to the Internet only through a proxy.
Performance enhancement comes about by using the BorderManager
HTTP caching capability to offload most/all static HTTP requests
from the actual web server and serving those requests from
disk/memory cache.

Static NAT simply passes the inbound traffic through BorderManager
directly to the internal web server, as long as filter exceptions are in
place to allow the traffic through.

Reverse proxy, if using a secondary IP address, requires a filter
exception. Reverse proxy configured to use the primary public
BorderManager IP address does not require a (custom) filter
exception because one is added for you when the default filters are set
up.

Both static NAT and reverse proxy acceleration automatically pass
CGI script data through without caching the data.

Dynamic pages are usually generated using CGI (Common Gateway
Interface) using languages such as PERL or ASP. Reverse proxy
acceleration passes CGI script data through without caching the data.
However, elements of dynamic pages, such as graphics, can still take
advantage of the reverse proxy cache.
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Viewing & Capturing TCP/IP Traffic
You will almost certainly want to debug a filter exception at some
point (or you just may be curious to see the actual IP traffic on a
NetWare server). Currently, the best tool supplied with NetWare is a
set command that allows you to see all the IP packets hitting the
server in real time. The command to enable viewing of the traffic is:

And the command to turn off the viewing is:

You may find it convenient to make an NCF file to turn this debug on
and off without having to type it out each time. For instance, set up a
D1.NCF file in SYS:SYSTEM to with the =1 statement and a
D0.NCF file with the =0 statement. Then simply type D1 at the
console to enable debugging, and D0 at the console to disable it. You
could also add LOAD CONLOG MAX=100 at the beginning of
D1.NCF and UNLOAD CONLOG at the end of D0.NCF to more
easily capture the data changes to a log file. Remember that leaving
TCP IP DEBUG=1 on for a period of time can create huge
sys:etc\console.log files if you do not use the MAX= parameter to
limit the size of the log file. Here are some examples:

This is a very handy method for seeing what ports and addresses are
in use and what is being filtered, but a production server can have so
much traffic on it that it can be nearly impossible to catch the traffic
of interest. Best to use this command when little or no other traffic
exists on the server that your test traffic. You may need to set up an
isolated, non-production BorderManager server just for testing
(always a good idea when modifying filters).

You could see a great deal of extraneous data from TCP IP DEBUG,
and much of it will be normal. For example, loopback packets on

SET TCP IP DEBUG=1

SET TCP IP DEBUG=0

REM D1.NCF
LOAD CONLOG
SET TCP IP DEBUG=1

REM D0.NCF
SET TCP IP DEBUG=0
UNLOAD CONLOG
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NetWare 5 servers, as well as multicast traffic is typical, and should
be ignored.  See the Odds & Ends section for an brief explanation of
the SET FILTER DEBUG=ON statement (available on
BorderManager 3.0 or later) as an alternative to SET TCP IP
DEBUG=1.

Static NAT Example Debug Trace

Here is an example of what a PING test looks like with SET TCP IP
DEBUG=1 when sent out through a static NAT connection. You will
see a packet going from the host (192.168.10.251) then being
regenerated with a new source address. The static NAT configuration
on the BorderManager server has 4.3.2.253 as the public NAT
address and 192.168.10.251 as the private NAT address. The host is
pinging IP address 4.3.2.100, and the trace is taken from the
BorderManager server.

The originating host (192.168.10.251) sends a PING packet to
4.3.2.100. NAT regenerates the packet and forwards the packet as if it
came from the public side of the static NAT address (4.3.2.253).

Here is the reply traffic. Host 4.3.2.100 sends its reply to 4.3.2.253,
and static NAT regenerates it and forwards the packet to the NAT
private address 192.168.10.251.

RECEIVE:pktid:38936 192.168.10.251->4.3.2.100 ttl:128 (ICMP)Echo Request
FORWARD:pktid:38936 4.3.2.253->4.3.2.100 ttl:127 (ICMP)Echo Request

RECEIVE:pktid:38936 4.3.2.100->4.3.2.253 ttl:255 (ICMP)Echo Reply
FORWARD:pktid:38936 4.3.2.100->192.168.10.251 ttl:254 (ICMP)Echo Reply
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Setting up Default BorderManager Filters
with BRDCFG

When you install BorderManager, one of the steps involved is to run
the BRDCFG.NLM to set up the default filters. By design, the default
filters block all traffic to and from the public IP address on the
BorderManager server, (and you have to specify the address).
BRDCFG also sets up default filter exceptions to allow the
BorderManager proxies to work, as well as VPN connections.

You can always add the default filters and default filter exceptions
back into the BorderManager server by running BRDCFG again. It
will only add filters and filter exceptions, and it will not delete any
filters or exceptions that already exists. If you have set up a filter
exception to allow too much traffic through, adding back the default
filters will not modify your exception, and your server will still not be
secure.

What are the Default Filters?

The default filters basically block all traffic between the public
interface and all private interfaces (in both directions), as well as
almost all traffic from the Internet to the public interface. Filters are
set up to block routing updates as well as TCP and UDP traffic. The
default filters do not block traffic to or from the private interface(s) -
except from private to public interface. By cutting off traffic between
the public and private interfaces, BorderManager controls both
incoming and outgoing traffic.

BorderManager 3.0 Default Filters

The following is a list of all of the default filters (not exceptions) set
up by BRDCFG.NLM for BorderManager 3.0 with VPN configured.
Should you see additional filters using FILTCFG.NLM, you may
have accidentally used BRDCFG.NLM twice - once on the public
interface and once on the private interface.  (You would need to
delete the incorrect entries to get BorderManager to function). These
filter definitions are based on the example configuration shown
earlier in this book. IP Network 192.168.100.0 is the virtual IP
network assigned for the VPN. The name of the interface connected
to the Internet side of the BorderManager server is PUBLIC.  No
AppleTalk protocol was enabled on the BorderManager server, or
some filters pertaining to AppleTalk would also have shown up.

Outgoing RIP Filters:

• Filtered Route: Route to Network or Host: Network, IP address of
Network/Host: 0.0.0.0, Subnetwork mask: 0.0.0.0, Do Not
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Advertise Route To: Destination Type: Interface, Destination:
VPTUNNEL

• Filtered Route: Route to Network or Host: Network, IP address
192.168.100.0, Subnetwork mask: 255.255.255.0, Do Not
Advertise Route To: Destination type: Interface, Destination:
<All Interfaces>

• Filtered Route: Route to Network or Host: Network, IP address of
Network/Host: 4.0.0.0, Subnetwork mask: 255.0.0.0, Do Not
Advertise Route To: Destination type: Interface, Destination:
VPTUNNEL

• Filtered Route: Route to Network or Host: Network, IP address of
Network/Host: 4.3.2.0, Subnetwork mask: 255.255.255.0, Do Not
Advertise Route To: Destination type: Interface, Destination:
VPTUNNEL

Incoming RIP Filters

• Filtered Route: Route to Network or Host: All Routes, IP address
of Network/Host: <blank>, Subnetwork mask:  <blank>, Do Not
Accept Route From: Source Type: Interface, Source: PUBLIC

Outgoing EGP Filters:

• Filtered Route: Route to Network or Host: All Routes, IP address
of Network/Host: <blank>, Subnetwork mask: <blank>, Do Not
Advertise Route To: Destination Type: Interface, Destination:
PUBLIC

Incoming EGP Filters

• Filtered Route: Route to Network or Host: All Routes, IP address
of Network/Host: <blank>, Subnetwork mask:  <blank>, Do Not
Accept Route From: Source Type: Interface, Source: PUBLIC

OSPF External Route Filters

• Routes denied: All Routes

Packet Forwarding Filters

• Source Interface Type: Interface, Source Interface: <All
interfaces>, Destination Interface Type: Interface, Destination
Interface: PUBLIC (Public), Packet Type: <ANY>, Protocol: IP.
Src Addr Type: Any Address, Dest Addr Type: Any Address

• Source Interface Type: Interface, Source Interface: PUBLIC
(Public), Destination Interface Type: Interface, Destination
Interface: <All Interfaces>, Packet Type: <ANY>, Protocol: IP.
Src Addr Type: Any Address, Dest Addr Type: Any Address
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What are the Default Filter Exceptions?

BorderManager 3.0 and 3.5 set up the following default filter
exceptions, designed to allow the proxy services and VPN to
function. These are the filter exceptions as shown in FILTCFG.

1. Allow all outbound IP packets from the BorderManager public IP
address to the public interface.

2. Allow all inbound dynamic TCP ports (1024-65535) from the
public interface to the public IP address of the BorderManager
server.

3. Allow all inbound dynamic UDP ports (1024-65535) from the
public interface to the public IP address of the BorderManager
server.

4. Allow TCP port 213 from the public interface to the public IP
address of the BorderManager server in order to allow VPN
client-server communications.

5. Allow TCP port 353 from the public interface to the public IP
address of the BorderManager server in order to allow VPN client
authentication to the server.

6. Allow UDP port 353 from the public interface to the public IP
address of the BorderManager server in order to allow VPN client
to send periodic keep-alive packets to the server.

7. Allow the SKIP protocol (protocol 57) from the public interface
to the public IP address of the BorderManager server. The SKIP
protocol is necessary for Novell VPN to function.

8. Allow TCP port 80 (HTTP) traffic from the public interface to
the BorderManager public IP address in order for the web server
accelerator to function.

9. Allow TCP port 443 (HTTPS/SSL) traffic from the public
interface to the BorderManager public IP address in order for
proxy authentication to a reverse web proxy accelerator to
function.
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FILTCFG Examples - The Default Filter Exceptions

A careful study of the default filters shows that all IP traffic is
blocked between the public interface and all other interfaces with two
filters. Traffic is denied FROM the public interface to other interfaces
and traffic is also denied FROM all interfaces to the PUBLIC
interface.  In both cases, the default filters apply to any IP address.
These default filters have the effect not only of cutting off traffic
between the public and private interfaces, but also of cutting off both
incoming and outgoing traffic from the public interface to or from
any external IP address.  Certain exceptions are required in order for
the BorderManager proxies to function as well as to allow the
BorderManager VPN to function.  Without these exceptions, one
would be forced to manually add specific (or general) filter
exceptions in order for the proxies to work.

The following graphics show what FILTCFG should show for the
default filter exceptions produced by BRDCFG.NLM in
BorderManager 3.0 or 3.5. BorderManager 2.1 is similar.

This filter exception allows all outgoing IP packets from the public IP
address of the BorderManager server. In some cases, this may allow
more traffic out than desired, such as SLP packets that can bring up
an ISDN dial-up link. Without this exception, the BorderManager
proxies would not be able to send any packets out.

Figure 10 - Default Filter Exception - Allow all outbound IP traffic
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This filter exception allows incoming TCP traffic with a destination
port of the 'high' TCP port numbers into the public IP address of the
BorderManager server. Without this filter exception, the
BorderManager proxies would not see a response to their TCP
requests.

This filter exception allows incoming UDP traffic with a destination
port of the 'high' UDP port numbers into the public IP address of the
BorderManager server. Without this filter exception, the
BorderManager proxies would not see a response to their UDP
requests

Figure 11 - Default Filter Exception - all dynamic TCP to the public IP
address

Figure 12 - Default Filter Exception - Allow dynamic UDP to the public IP
address
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This filter exception, and most of the following, is used to allow VPN
communications to the public IP address of the BorderManager
server. In this case, TCP port 213 is allowed inbound for VPN
Master/Slave communications.

This filter exception is used to allow a VPN client to authenticate to
the BorderManager VPN server using TCP port 353.

Figure 13 - Default Filter Exception - Allow VPN Master/Slave
communication over TCP port 213

Figure 14 - Default Filter Exception - Allow TCP port 353 to the public IP
address for VPN client authentication
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This filter exception allows a VPN client to send periodic keep-alive
packets to the VPN server using UDP port 353 so that the VPN server
realizes that the VPN client is still connected.

This filter exception allows the VPN SKIP protocol inbound to the
BorderManager VPN server public IP address.

Note  SKIP is neither TCP nor UDP, but simply another protocol with protocol

ID 57. The protocol ID is a field in the IP header of a packet, and unlike TCP
(which has protocol ID 6) or UDP (which has protocol ID 17), SKIP has
protocol ID 57 which identifies it for a packet filtering router.

Figure 16 - Default Filter Exception - Allow SKIP protocol to the public IP
address for VPN

Figure 15 - Default Filter Exception - Allow UDP port 353 to the public IP
address for VPN keep-alive
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This filter exception allows TCP port 80 (HTTP) traffic to flow from
the public interface to the BorderManager public IP address in order
for the web proxy to function.

This filter exception allows TCP port 443 (HTTPS/SSL) from the
public interface to the BorderManager public IP address to allow
proxy authentication to function. (It also allows any other inbound
SSL/HTTPS traffic to the public IP address).

Figure 17 - Default Filter Exception - Allow TCP port 80 to the public IP
address for web proxy cache

Figure 18 - Default Filter Exception - Allow TCP port 443 to the public IP
address for proxy authentication
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Security Considerations
This book shows how to set up specific filter exceptions for various
software programs to operate in either an outbound or an inbound
direction. This book does not delve deeply into the security aspects of
setting up these exceptions. In general, the more exceptions that are
allowed, particularly inbound, the more risk one must assume for a
break-in or a denial of service attack. Packet filters can be effective in
stopping many attempts at compromising the security of a network,
but they may not stop all attacks. Using the BorderManager proxy
services are more secure than using packet filter exceptions to do the
same function. However, stateful filter exceptions, available in
BorderManager 3.0 and later versions, are very secure, and should not
be cause for major worry.

It is always a good idea for the network administrator to monitor
Internet sites related to computer security, and keep a close eye on the
Novell Minimum Patch list for bug fixes.  Some sites of interest are:

http://www.cert.org,

http://www.nessus.org

http://www.iss.net

http://www.rootshell.org

http://www.icsa.net

The default filters applied to BorderManager by the BRDCFG.NLM
program do not restrict IP packets from being sent out from the public
interface. That is, if the server itself generates outgoing traffic on the
public interface, it will be sent out. For NetWare 5.0, this includes
SLP multicasts. The most security-conscious administrator may want
to consider deleting the default filter exceptions and manually
implementing exceptions allowing only specific outbound traffic as
needed. This does not mean that inbound IP traffic is allowed, only
that in some cases NetWare may be advertising its presence
unnecessarily on the public LAN side.
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CAUTION DISCLAIMER!  The author has written this book with the best
of intentions and has done testing and proofreading to find typographical
errors. The filter exceptions given in this book should be workable, with
minimal security impact, given the technology available in the version of
BorderManager used. However, there are no guarantees that a filter
exception or setting shown here does not provide some means for an
intrusion or denial of service attack. On the contrary, each filter exception
used may decrease the security of a network. You must make a tradeoff
between functionality and security. You are warned to use caution, common
sense and firewall analysis techniques and tools to secure your network.
This book is provided 'as-is'. The author is not responsible for any losses,
network intrusions, or other problems resulting from using the advice or
examples in this book, whether such problems are caused by typographical
errors, or mistakes on the part of the author. In short - check your work
carefully, and do not rely 100% on this book!
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NetWare Tools Used In
Filtering

There are several NLM's that ship with NetWare that are commonly
used in helping you to set up filters or filter exceptions. Some simply
allow you to see what is happening, while others help you to make
changes to the configuration. The following utilities are very useful or
essential to working with BorderManager packet filtering.

BRDCFG.NLM
When you first set up BorderManager, you are asked at one point if
you want to set up the default filters to block all traffic to the public
IP address. This is essential to set up BorderManager as a secure
firewall !  If you ever need to add the default filters again, just LOAD
BRDCFG at the file server console and follow the prompts. To reset
your server to have ONLY the default filters, you should use
FILTCFG to delete every filter and filter exception entered, and then
run BRDCFG as it will not delete exceptions already present.

CAUTION If you accidentally apply the default filters to the private
(internal) IP address, you must manually delete the filters and filter
exceptions which get configured or BorderManager will not function.
Running the BRDCFG program will not remove those filters, and all your
traffic will be blocked.

FILTCFG.NLM
To view, export or configure filters and exceptions, type LOAD
FILTCFG  at the server console.

Note  The filters and filter exceptions are stored in the

SYS:ETC\FILTERS.CFG file. If you want to experiment with creating new
filter exceptions, it is a good idea to make a backup copy of this file first. The
filters are also saved in server memory, until a server reboot, and creating a

new filter exception will bring back the old filter definitions if you accidentally
delete the filters.cfg file.
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The BorderManager 3.0 and 3.5 FILTCFG.NLM utility has a feature
called Configure Interface Options that allows you to define one of
the interfaces as public and another as private. Once you do this, the
words (public) and (private) are added to the network interface names
when applying filters to help you remember which interface is which.

The figure above shows FILTCFG.NLM on BorderManager 3.0
being used to conveniently define interfaces as Public or Private so
that they are more easily identified when setting up filters and filter
exceptions. Even better is to name the interfaces as PUBLIC and
PRIVATE when setting up the server!

IPFLT.NLM / IPFLT31.NLM
IPFLT31.NLM is the module used to perform IP packet filtering. It is
automatically loaded by IPFLT.NLM if filtering is enabled in
INETCFG for IP. If you wish to see immediately if a communication
problem is being caused by IP filtering, type UNLOAD IPFLT  at the
server console to disable all IP packet filtering. If communications
start working, then you have a filtering issue; if not – you have at
least some other issue (may still have a filtering issue as well).
Unloading IPFLT opens up your BorderManager server
completely to hacking, so do this only as a quick test. After testing,
remember to LOAD IPFLT again.

Figure 19 - FILTCFG - Select interface to be called Private
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SET TCP IP DEBUG=1
To view all IP packets hitting the server, type SET TCP IP
DEBUG=1 at the server console.

To stop viewing all IP packets, type SET TCP IP DEBUG=0 at the
server console.

CONLOG.NLM
CONLOG is used to capture all traffic on the server console to a text
file. LOAD CONLOG  starts saving data to a file in SYS:ETC called
CONSOLE.LOG. Unloading CONLOG stops the capture and allows
you to view/edit the text file. CONSOLE.LOG is very useful in
conjunction with SET TCP IP DEBUG=1 to capture IP packets when
you are testing filter exceptions.

SET FILTER DEBUG=ON
This command, which works at the server console on BorderManager
3.0 or 3.5, brings up a menu of various TCP filter debugging
commands which can then be used to see a much more specific
display of filtering activity than the SET TCP IP DEBUG=1
command.  On the other hand, you don't see all the other things going
on with IP packets that the TCP IP DEBUG command can show.  It is
most useful when trying to see specific filter discards on a production
server where there is so much traffic zooming by that you cannot
easily find the packets of interest if using TCP IP DEBUG.  Use SET
FILTER DEBUG=OFF to disable the filter debug function.  See the
Odds & Ends section towards the end of this book for an example of
the menu this command brings up.

CONFIG (Not CONFIG.NLM)
Typing CONFIG  at the server console will show the configured
LAN interfaces and addresses (and default route). It is a quick way to
see what is set up on the server. It does not show secondary IP
addresses or additional non-secondary IP addresses bound to an
interface.
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TCPCON.NLM
While not actually a filtering tool, this utility does let you view IP
routing information. Problems thought to be filter-related often end
up being routing issues, such as lacking a proper default route. Type
LOAD TCPCON at the file server console to start this utility.
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Examples
This book would be far less useful without real-world examples to
view. The bulk of the remainder of this book provides various
examples that can be used easily by anyone with only an address or
interface change.

Viewing Filters in Action
Here is an example of some filtering being applied to packets at a
BorderManager server. The data was viewed using SET TCP IP
DEBUG=1 and captured using CONLOG.NLM.

Note  See Novell TID 2953403 for some explanation of the reason codes for

filtering in the TCP IP DEBUG trace.  Reason 5 simply means the data was
discarded due to a filter.

The above example shows a local broadcast from a PC with a host
address of 4.3.2.100. (4.3.2.255 is the broadcast address for that
subnet). The source and destination ports are 137, and the type of
packet is a NETBIOS name search request resulting from having the
Microsoft Client for Microsoft Networks installed on the PC without
it using WINS to locate services. The packet was filtered as it came
into the public interface on the BorderManager server (‘Discard
Incoming’).

Following are some TCP IP DEBUG traces captured with
CONLOG.NLM showing what happens with default filters enabled
when trying to ping www.novell.com. This configuration involved
using dynamic NAT on BorderManager and no proxies. The
workstation at 192.168.10.114 was configured with a default gateway
pointing to the BorderManager private IP address, and a DNS server
entry of 199.182.120.203.

LOCAL:pktid:39517 4.3.2.100->4.3.2.255 ttl:128 (UDP)
UDP:Source Port:137(NETBIOS-NS) Destination Port:137(NETBIOS-NS)

Discard Incoming: cause( FILTERING ), reason(5)
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The first thing that happened was that PING needed to resolve
www.novell.com to an IP address, and it failed because the default
filters don’t allow DNS requests through. The DNS packets (UDP
port 53) were dropped as they left the BorderManager server (Discard
Outgoing).

FILTCFG was loaded and a stateful filter exception for DNS over
UDP was configured and applied. The test was then repeated (in this
case using two DNS server entries – 199.182.120.203 and 4.3.4.1)

(The DNS server at 4.3.4.1 responded before the one at
199.182.120.203 did, and the DNS information was passed back to
the PC at 192.168.10.114. Now the PC knows that the IP address of
www.novell.com is 137.65.2.11, and it begins to ping it).

RECEIVE:pktid:162 192.168.10.114->199.182.120.203 ttl:128 (UDP)
UDP:Source Port:1034 Destination Port:53(DOMAIN)

Discard Outgoing: cause( FILTERING ), reason(1)

RECEIVE:pktid:192 192.168.10.114->199.182.120.203 ttl:128 (UDP)
UDP:Source Port:1039Destination Port:53(DOMAIN)

FORWARD:pktid:192 4.3.2.254->199.182.120.203 ttl:127 (UDP)
UDP:Source Port:59878Destination Port:53(DOMAIN)

RECEIVE:pktid:193 192.168.10.114->4.3.4.1 ttl:128 (UDP)
UDP:Source Port:1040Destination Port:53(DOMAIN)

FORWARD:pktid:193 4.3.2.254->4.3.4.1 ttl:127 (UDP)
UDP:Source Port:59877Destination Port:53(DOMAIN)

RECEIVE:pktid:19565 4.3.4.1->4.3.2.254 ttl:126 (UDP)
UDP:Source Port:53(DOMAIN) Destination Port:59877

FORWARD:pktid:19565 4.3.4.1->192.168.10.114 ttl:125 (UDP)
UDP:Source Port:53(DOMAIN) Destination Port:1040

RECEIVE:pktid:194 192.168.10.114->137.65.2.11 ttl:32 (ICMP)Echo Request
Discard Outgoing: cause( FILTERING ), reason(1)

RECEIVE:pktid:196 192.168.10.114->137.65.2.11 ttl:32 (ICMP)Echo Request
Discard Outgoing: cause( FILTERING ), reason(1)

RECEIVE:pktid:197 192.168.10.114->137.65.2.11 ttl:32 (ICMP)Echo Request
Discard Outgoing: cause( FILTERING ), reason(1)

RECEIVE:pktid:198 192.168.10.114->137.65.2.11 ttl:32 (ICMP)Echo Request
Discard Outgoing: cause( FILTERING ), reason(1)
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ICMP (PING) packets now go to the BorderManager server, but they
are filtered on the way out of the private interface because there is no
filter exception for ICMP packets with the default filters in place.

Next, a filter exception was set up to allow ICMP through, and the
test was repeated. Multiple PING packets were sent to a host at
4.3.2.1. Only some of the traffic is shown.

After adding a filter exception for ICMP the PING traffic looks
normal. The PC at 192.168.10.114 sends an ICMP packet to 4.3.2.1.
Dynamic NAT regenerates the packet as coming from its public IP
address 4.3.2.254 and sends it on. The host at 4.3.2.1 responds and
sends a reply to 4.3.2.254, and dynamic NAT returns that response to
the original requester by regenerating the packet with the destination
address of 192.168.10.114.

Here is an example of what the default filters do when someone tries
to browse the Internet without using the HTTP Proxy. The (Netscape)
browser at host 192.168.10.114 was configured for a “Direct
connection to Internet” (no proxy) as shown in Figure 11.

Figure 20- Netscape 4.x Proxies screen - Direct connection to the Internet

RECEIVE:pktid:296 192.168.10.114->4.3.2.1 ttl:32 (ICMP)Echo Request
FORWARD:pktid:296 4.3.2.254->4.3.2.1 ttl:31 (ICMP)Echo Request

RECEIVE:pktid:296 4.3.2.1->4.3.2.254 ttl:255 (ICMP)Echo Reply
FORWARD:pktid:296 4.3.2.1->192.168.10.114 ttl:254 (ICMP)Echo Reply
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The DNS exceptions allow www.novell.com to be resolved to an IP
address, but then the browser times out because the default filters
block HTTP (port 80). The default filters do not allow traffic to
automatically go from the private IP address to the public IP address.
The HTTP Proxy works differently by regenerating its HTTP port 80
traffic directly onto the public IP address, where it is allowed out.

Next, traffic is shown after setting the browser for an HTTP Proxy.

The figure above shows the browser proxy settings used for the
following trace.

Figure 21- Netscape 4.x Manual Proxy Configuration settings

FORWARD:pktid:247 4.3.2.254->4.3.4.1 ttl:127 (UDP)
UDP:Source Port:59873Destination Port:53(DOMAIN)

RECEIVE:pktid:24136 4.3.4.1->4.3.2.254 ttl:126 (UDP)
UDP:Source Port:53(DOMAIN) Destination Port:59873

FORWARD:pktid:24136 4.3.4.1->192.168.10.114 ttl:125 (UDP)
UDP:Source Port:53(DOMAIN) Destination Port:1049

RECEIVE:pktid:248 192.168.10.114->137.65.2.118 ttl:128 (TCP)
TCP:SYN Source Port:1050, Dest Port:80 Sequence No.:3202996 Ack No:0 Window:8192
 UrgPtr:0
Discard Outgoing: cause( FILTERING ), reason(1)
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The browser makes requests to the HTTP Proxy at 192.168.10.252
using port 8080. The HTTP Proxy regenerates the requests on its
public IP address of 4.3.2.254 and receives responses on that port.
Eventually it builds up a complete ‘node’ (HTTP entity) in its cache
and then sends all that data back to the browser on port 8080 (not
shown). Alternatively, the data is not retrieved from the origin host
and is instead retrieved from cache.

Notice in the example above how there is no routing of port 8080 to
the Internet. Traffic between the originating PC is using port 8080,
but the HTTP Proxy uses standard HTTP port 80 when it talks to the
web server at 137.65.2.118.

Note  Be sure to also try the SET FILTER DEBUG=ON command, especially

if you are trying to isolate filtering problems on a production server with lots of
IP traffic.  You can choose specific types of filter discards to see, though you
must really use CONLOG to capture the data for review.  See the Odds &
Ends section for some additional explanation.

RECEIVE:pktid:254 192.168.10.114->192.168.10.252 ttl:128 (TCP)
TCP:ACK Source Port:1046, Dest Port:8080 Sequence No.:3185555 Ack No:2873913276
Window:8208 UrgPtr:0
LOCAL:pktid:254 192.168.10.114->192.168.10.252 ttl:128 (TCP)
TCP:ACK Source Port:1046, Dest Port:8080 Sequence No.:3185555 Ack No:2873913276
Window:8208 UrgPtr:0

<some text deleted>

RECEIVE:pktid:9490 137.65.2.118->4.3.2.254 ttl:114 (TCP)
TCP:ACK Source Port:80, Dest Port:2422 Sequence No.:727352340 Ack No:2878541653
Window:64494 UrgPtr:0
LOCAL:pktid:9490 137.65.2.118->4.3.2.254 ttl:114 (TCP)
TCP:ACK Source Port:80, Dest Port:2422 Sequence No.:727352340 Ack No:2878541653
Window:64494 UrgPtr:0
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Making a Custom Filter Exception

Part 1, Starting To Make A Filter Exception

This example shows how to set up a custom filter definition. For the
purpose of this book, the example shows a meaningless stateful TCP
filter exception being defined for all source ports 1024 through 65535
and destination port 999. This exception is simply being used as an
example of how to create a filter exception where you also have to
define a custom filter definition because it doesn’t exist in the list of
predefined filters supplied by Novell with BorderManager.

At the server console, type LOAD FILTCFG.

Select Configure TCP/IP Filters

Figure 22- FILTCFG - Main menu
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Select Packet Forwarding Filters

Select Exceptions

Figure 23 - FILTCFG - TCP/IP Filters menu

Figure 24 -FILTCFG - Packet Forwarding Filters Menu
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Press the Insert key to create a new filter exception.

Select Source Interface, and choose your internal (private) network
interface card. (Stateful filter exceptions for outbound traffic are best
applied from the internal network interface to the external network
interface).

Figure 25 - FILTCFG - Exception Packets Always Permitted Menu

Figure 26 - FILTCFG - Define Exception Menu
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Next, select Destination Interface, and choose your external (public)
network interface card

You should now have your private and public interfaces configured
and are ready to define the type of exception to apply to them.

Figure 27 - FILTCFG - Define Exception Menu

Figure 28 - FILTCFG - Define Exception Menu
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Note  The steps for selecting source and destination interface are important

for stateful Filters. What this example does is set up the filter exception to be
applied to any packets coming from the private network interface card to the
public network interface card. This way you don’t have to worry about IP
address changes on the interfaces themselves, and the filter (in this case a

filter exception) will only function in the outbound direction. Because the filter
exception is to be defined as stateful, BorderManager will automatically keep
track of the return traffic and allow it in, without having to set up an additional
filter exception to allow Dynamic TCP or Dynamic UDP ports (essentially any
port number from 1024 up) through the firewall.

Select Packet Type and press Enter

Figure 29 - FILTCFG - Define Exception Menu
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The figure above shows the point where you should not find any pre-
defined filter definitions matching your requirements, and so you
must create your own definition.

Figure 30 - FILTCFG - Defined TCP/IP Packet Types Menu
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Part 2, Defining a New Filter Definition

Starting from the last point in Part 1 above, you should be at the list
of defined TCP/IP packet types in FILTCFG.NLM.

Press the Insert key to add a new filter definition.

The menu for defining your own filter definition comes up. Select
Name, and enter a descriptive title. (You can edit this name later by
re-selecting the filter definition and pressing F3).

Figure 31 - FILTCFG - Define TCP/IP Packet Types Menu
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After entering a descriptive name for the filter definition, select
Protocol and press Insert.

Select the desired protocol, in this case TCP(6) and press Enter.

Figure 33 - FILTCFG - Commonly Used Internet Protocols Menu

Figure 32 - FILTCFG - Define TCP/IP Packet Type Menu, Select Protocol
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Select Source Port(s), and enter one port number or a range of port
numbers. In this example, all the port numbers between 1024 and
65535 are to be allowed as source ports, so enter 1024-65535.

After entering the source port or port range, select Destination
Port(s) and enter a value of 999.

Figure 34 - FILTCFG - Define TCP/IP Packet Type Menu

Figure 35 - FILTCFG - Define TCP/IP Packet Type Menu
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Next, select Stateful Filtering, and then select Enabled from the
menu option.

Finally, select Comment, and enter a good description of the filter
definition. It might be a good idea to enter a date and your initials to
make custom filter definitions easier to track. You can edit a
definition later by selecting it and pressing the F3 key.

Figure 36 - FILTCFG - Stateful Filtering Menu

Figure 37 - FILTCFG - Define TCP/IP Packet Type
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Press Escape to save the new definition.

The new definition appears in the list of available filter definitions.

Press Enter to select this new definition to insert it into your filter
exception.

Figure 38 - FILTCFG - Defined TCP/IP Packet Types Menu
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Part 3, Finishing the Filter Exception

After creating the new filter definition in Part 2 above, pressing Enter
actually applies it to the filter exception being created. All you need
to do now is to set source and destination IP addresses, and, if
desired, add a useful comment, and save the changes. In this example,
no source or destination IP address is used.

Select Comment, and add as descriptive a comment for this filter
exception as possible. This is important as you can easily lose track
of what an exception was intended to accomplish. Be sure to press
Enter when done typing.

Note  Unfortunately, BorderManager 2.1, 3.0 and 3.5 do not let you specify a

range of IP addresses for source or destination IP address.  If you cannot use
a subnet to define a range, you need to set up individual filter exceptions for
each IP address you need.

Figure 39 - FILTCFG - Define Exceptions Menu
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Press Enter to save the comment.

Press Escape.

If you want to save this filter exception, select Yes at the Save
Filter?  Prompt.

Figure 40 - FILTCFG - Define Exception Menu

Figure 41 - FILTCFG - Save Filter? Menu
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The new filter exception should appear in the filter exception list, and
should go into effect immediately.

Note  It might sometimes be necessary to reinitialize system, or possibly

UNLOAD IPFLT, and then LOAD IPFLT, but this is not normally needed.

Figure 42 - FILTCFG - Exceptions: Packets Always Permitted Menu
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Example Outbound Filter Exceptions

AOL Instant Messenger (AIM)

AOL Instant Messenger is something like ICQ, but more limited in
features. As you don't really use 'real-time' chat with AOL, you do
not have to set up inbound TCP connectivity for a range of listening
ports. All you have to do is to set up two filter exceptions that open
up TCP port 5190 in both directions as shown.

The figure above shows how to allow half the traffic – allow protocol
TCP, source ports 1024-65535 and destination port 5190 to any IP
address.

Figure 43 - FILTCFG - AIM Filter Exception, part one of two
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The figure above shows how to allow the other half of the traffic –
allow protocol TCP, source ports 5190 and destination ports 1024-
65535 to any IP address.

Note  DNS must also be functional for AIM to work, whether by a DNS filter

exception, internal DNS server, or DNS proxy on BorderManager.

Figure 44 - FILTCFG - AIM Filter Exception, part two of two
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Citrix WinFrame / MetaFrame

These filter exceptions will allow the Citrix ICA client traffic and the
Citrix browser-based client traffic out of the BorderManager firewall.

Because Citrix has used two different client technologies, one a
stand-alone based client (ICA) and the other a snap-in component of a
web browser, different filter exceptions may be required.

This filter exception allows the stand-alone ICA client to
communicate with a remote Citrix WinFrame / MetaFrame  host
outside the BorderManager firewall. This stateful filter exception
allows protocol TCP, source ports 1024-65535, destination port 1494
to any IP address. The filter exception is applied with a Source
Interface of the BorderManager private interface, and a Destination
Interface of the BorderManager public interface.

Figure 45 - FILTCFG - Citrix Filter Exception for TCP Port 1494
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This filter exception allows the browser-based (and later versions of
the stand-alone ICA) client to communicate with a remote Citrix
WinFrame / MetaFrame host outside the BorderManager firewall.
This stateful filter exception allows protocol TCP, source ports 1024-
65535, destination port 1604 to any IP address. The filter exception is
applied with a Source Interface of the BorderManager private
interface, and a Destination Interface of the BorderManager public
interface.

Figure 46 - FILTCFG - Citrix Filter Exception for TCP port 1604
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CLNTRUST

The CLNTRUST utility supplied with BorderManager 3.0 and 3.5 is
extremely useful when you have enabled Proxy Authentication.
Unfortunately it seems to suffer problems working correctly when
launched from a server other than the BorderManager server itself.
However, the following filter exception allowing TCP port 524 to the
public IP address seems to allow CLNTRUST to work reliably when
launched from a different file server.

This filter exception allows the CLNTRUST utility to function under
certain circumstances. The stateful filter exception allows protocol
TCP, source ports Any, destination port 524 to the BorderManager
public IP address. The filter exception is applied with a Source
Interface of the BorderManager private interface, and a Destination
Interface of the BorderManager public interface, with a Destination
IP Address of the BorderManager public IP address.

Figure 47 - CLNTRUST Filter Exception
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DNS from Internal PC’s to an ISP’s DNS Servers

You can also use the DNS proxy in BorderManager 3.0 or 3.5, but if
you simply want to pass DNS port 53 requests out through the
BorderManager servers so that internal hosts can access external DNS
servers, here is how to do it with a stateful filter. You may have to
create a new filter definition, so review the example above for
procedures if you are not familiar with the process.

You want to create a filter definition called dns/udp-st, and then
possibly another one called dns/tcp-st. The first exception will be to
allow DNS queries over UDP (commonly used), and the second will
be to allow DNS queries over TCP (not so commonly used).

You should be aware that DNS zone transfers are done using TCP,
while (most) DNS lookup queries are done using UDP.

This stateful filter exception allows outbound UDP port 53 (DNS).
This stateful filter exception allows protocol UDP, source port All,
destination port 53 to any IP address. The filter exception is applied
with a Source Interface of the BorderManager private interface, and a
Destination Interface of the BorderManager public interface.

Figure 48 - FILTCFG - DNS Filter Exception for UDP Port 53
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This stateful filter exception allows outbound TCP port 53 (DNS).
This stateful filter exception allows protocol TCP, source port All,
destination port 53 to any IP address. The filter exception is applied
with a Source Interface of the BorderManager private interface, and a
Destination Interface of the BorderManager public interface.

Figure 49 - FILTCFG - DNS Filter Exception for TCP port 53
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DNS from the BorderManager Server to External DNS Servers

The previous example showed how to define an exception to allow
hosts in your network to make DNS queries through BorderManager.
There is a trickier issue to resolve if you happen to be running
internal DNS service itself on the BorderManager server. Generally
you will not want your internal DNS records to be accessible from the
Internet, and you also may have some internal host that have one
(internal) IP address for internal users and a different (public) IP
address for external users.

For instance, you may be set up with an internal mail server or web
server that is accessible from the Internet via a secondary IP address
on the BorderManager server (using either static NAT or Reverse
Proxy). In this case, the DNS records for your domain are probably
hosted by your ISP, and they would be pointing to the secondary
(public) IP addresses. But your internal DNS servers would point to
your internal IP addresses as you cannot ‘go out and come back in’
from the inside to a public IP address through dynamic NAT. While
you may need to add a host table entry on the BorderManager server
itself to ensure that BorderManager uses the correct (internal) IP
address, you may still have an issue with protecting the internal
records from external queries.

Once you have set up a dual DNS system (one set of DNS servers
hosted by you or your ISP containing only the public records you
desire to show the world, and a separate set of DNS servers
internally), you have one small problem. An internal DNS service
running on BorderManager itself will need to get responses back
from DNS servers, and sometimes those DNS servers will hand off a
query to another DNS server to fulfill. What this means is that your
BorderManager server will send out a DNS query on port 53,
expecting a response back from a particular DNS server using another
(predefined) source port number. But that external DNS server may
hand off the query to a more authoritative DNS server, and that other
DNS server will provide the response back on both source and
destination port 53. Since the default filters for BorderManager will
block port 53 to the public interface, it is necessary to set up a filter
exception to allow these types of responses back to the
BorderManager server.

At the same time, you do not wish to make your internal DNS records
available to the world if they do a simple DNS lookup on your
BorderManager server or via a zone transfer. This is easily
accomplished (with DNS in NetWare 4.1x) by defining only the
private IP address as a DNS host on the BorderManager server. In
this way, DNS queries that BorderManager makes to the Internet will
be allowed, but queries from the Internet to BorderManager will not
be listened for by the DNS service. This whole issue only comes up
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when the DNS service is not set to forward to your ISP’s DNS
servers, but instead query the root servers directly.

DNS zone transfers are done using TCP port 53, while (most) DNS
lookup queries are done using UDP port 53. You can block a zone
transfer from your NetWare DNS server by ensuring that TCP
destination port 53 is not allowed to the public interface, but still
allow recursive and non-recursive DNS queries to the public interface
by allowing UDP destination port 53.

CAUTION The NetWare 5.0 implementation of DNS automatically listens
on all IP addresses, and as such, allowing port 53 to the public IP address
will allow users on the Internet to access your internal DNS data.

Set up a DNS over UDP filter exception from UDP port 53 to port 53
to a host destination of your public IP address.

Figure 50 - FILTCFG - DNS Filter Exception for Inbound DNS Queries
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FTP

FTP filter exceptions are also a bit tricky. If you use a browser to go
to an FTP server, you may actually be using the HTTP protocol to
retrieve a file, and this filter exception isn’t required. (That occurs
when the FTP server is being proxied). You definitely will need an
FTP filter exception when trying to download FTP files using a true
FTP client. You also need to be aware that an FTP client (and server)
may allow only Active or Passive FTP requests.

In Passive mode the FTP server tells the client to initiate the FTP
request to the FTP server at a specific high port number. In Active
mode, the client selects the high port number and tells the FTP server
to respond on that port.

BorderManager 3.0 and 3.5 contain a number of additional filtering
features for FTP that are not available in BorderManager 2.1. Thus, it
is possible that you may be able to accomplish some FTP-related
tasks using BorderManager 3.0 and later versions that are simply not
possible with BorderManager 2.1.

FTP itself uses two well-known port numbers. FTP control is done on
port 21 to establish sessions, change directories, etc. Port 20 is used
when transferring data. A stateful exception for both ports will be
required to make FTP file transfers functional.

A number of different FTP filter exceptions might be required, but
using the Novell-supplied ftp-port-pasv-st filter is a good one to try.

This filter exception should allow FTP clients to establish an FTP
session with an external host. This stateful filter exception allows
FTP via protocol TCP, destination port 21 to any IP address. The

Figure 51 - FILTCFG - FTP Filter Exceptions
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filter exception is applied with a Source Interface of the
BorderManager private interface, and a Destination Interface of the
BorderManager public interface.

Note  When using the ftp-port-pasv-st filter definition, port 20 traffic (used for

FTP data transfers) is automatically allowed, and a separate filter exception
for port 20 is not required. (A very smart filter exception, that ftp-port-pasv-st!)
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ICQ

ICQ should really be done using the SOCKS gateway in
BorderManager 3.x, but if you must use packet filter exceptions,
these exceptions should work. These exceptions were tested using
ICQ version 2.22.

CAUTION Opening up the ports indicated might be considered a major
security flaw, and you can achieve the same results safely by setting up a
SOCKS4 or SOCKS5 gateway in BorderManager 3.0 or 3.5.

First, you may want to allow UDP port 4000 in both directions so that
the ICQ software can contact any one of several servers at
icq.mirabilis.com. However, ICQ will also use port 53 if port 4000
doesn’t work, so if you have a DNS filter exception set up, ICQ
should work even without port 4000 opened.

Next, you must open a range of TCP ports. The ICQ default is to
open all ports between 2000 and 4000, which seems to me to be an
excessively large range for a firewall to open. You can restrict that
range to a smaller value, but this may present problems in getting the
software to work all of the time. For this example, the range has been
set at TCP ports 1024-1100.
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In the ICQ Preferences menu, select Connection, and select I am
behind a firewall or proxy. Then click on Firewall Settings.

Accept the default (not using SOCKS server), and click on Next.

Change the default firewall settings to Use the following TCP listen
ports for incoming events, and set the range to match the filter
exceptions configured on the firewall (in this example 1024 to 1100).

Now configure the following filter exceptions on the BorderManager
server.

Figure 52 - ICQ Firewall Setting Wizard Menu

Figure 53 - ICQ Firewall Settings Wizard Menu
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Set up one filter exception to allow protocol TCP, source port all,
destination ports 1024-1100 for any IP address.

Set up one filter exception to allow protocol TCP, source ports 1024
to 1100, destination port all for any IP address.

Figure 54 - FILTCFG - ICQ Filter Exception Setting

Figure 55 - FILTCFG - ICQ Filter Exception Setting
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NNTP

Since the BorderManager 3.0 and 3.5 NNTP Proxy service only
allows you to proxy one NNTP server for port 119, it is often much
easier to just set up a stateful filter exception to allow any NNTP
server to be accessed across BorderManager from inside the network.

This stateful filter exception allows NNTP via protocol TCP,
destination port 119 to any IP address. In some cases, it may be
necessary to set up an outbound filter exception for NNTP via UDP
port 119. The filter exception is applied with a Source Interface of the
BorderManager private interface, and a Destination Interface of the
BorderManager public interface.

Figure 56 - FILTCFG - NNTP Filter Exception Setting for TCP
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This stateful filter exception allows NNTP via protocol UDP,
destination port 119 to any IP address. Most NNTP servers use TCP,
not UDP, so it is unlikely this exception will be needed. It is provided
as a reference only.

The filter exception is applied with a Source Interface of the
BorderManager private interface, and a Destination Interface of the
BorderManager public interface.

Figure 57 - FILTCFG - NNTP Filter Exception Setting for UDP
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NTP/SNTP

You may have internal hosts that wish to use NTP (Network Time
Protocol) or SNTP (Simple Network Time Protocol) to set a clock to
an Internet-based time reference server. For example, a UNIX host or
NetWare 5 server might use SNTP. A PC using the D4Time program
also would use SNTP. In these cases, set up a stateful filter exception
to allow port 123 through BorderManager. (It is also easy to set up a
Generic UDP Proxy for NTP/SNTP).

This stateful filter exception allows NTP/SNTP via protocol UDP,
destination port 123 to any IP address. The filter exception is applied
with a Source Interface of the BorderManager private interface, and a
Destination Interface of the BorderManager public interface.

Note  More information on using NTP in your LAN can be found in the Novell

AppNote "Using Network Time Protocol (NTP) with NetWare 5", July 1999
http://developer.novell.com/research/appnotes/1999/a9907.htm

Figure 58 - FILTCFG - NTP/SNTP Filter Exception Setting
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PING (ICMP)

It is often desirable to be able to PING remote hosts to test basic
connectivity. However, the BorderManager default filters will block
ICMP packets, and PING tests, which rely on ICMP, will fail. This
example shows how to set up a stateful filter exception to allow PING
testing outbound, while still restricting PING packets from coming
back in.

CAUTION ICMP is much more than just PING, and it is important from a
security standpoint not to just allow all ICMP to your network! The stateful
filter exception shown is pretty secure, but it will not allow your server to be
pinged from the public side.

This stateful filter allows protocol ICMP outbound to and from any IP
address. The filter exception is applied with a Source Interface of the
BorderManager private interface, and a Destination Interface of the
BorderManager public interface.

Figure 59 - FILTCFG - ICMP (PING) Filter Exception Setting
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pcANYWHERE 8.0

The pcANYWHERE 8.0 program uses one of two different UDP
ports to locate a pcANYWHERE host, then a particular TCP port to
exchange data. Three stateful filter exceptions are needed to allow
outbound connectivity for pcANYWHERE 8.0.

• UDP destination port 22, source ports 1024-65535 is used to
locate another pcANYWHERE host, and may be the only port
used to locate an older version of pcANYWHERE.

• UDP destination port 5632, source ports 1024-65535 is also used
to locate another pcANYWHERE host.

• TCP destination port 5631, source ports 1024-65535 is used to
exchange data between pcANYWHERE hosts once the two hosts
have located each other using UDP.

This stateful filter exception allows protocol UDP, source ports 1024-
65535, destination port 22 to any IP address. The filter exception is
applied with a Source Interface of the BorderManager private
interface, and a Destination Interface of the BorderManager public
interface.

Figure 60 - FILTCFG - pcANYWHERE (Outbound) Filter Exception Setting
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This stateful filter exception allows protocol UDP, source ports 1024-
65535, destination port 5632 to any IP address. The filter exception is
applied with a Source Interface of the BorderManager private
interface, and a Destination Interface of the BorderManager public
interface.

Figure 61 - FILTCFG - pcANYWHERE (Outbound) Filter Exception Setting
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This stateful filter exception allows protocol TCP, source ports 1024-
65535, destination port 5631 to any IP address. The filter exception is
applied with a Source Interface of the BorderManager private
interface, and a Destination Interface of the BorderManager public
interface.

Figure 62 - FILTCFG - pcANYWHERE (Outbound) Filter Exception Setting
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POP3

If you want to allow any host on your network to simply check their
email at an ISP’s POP3 server, set up the following stateful filter
exception to pass TCP port 110 traffic through.

This stateful filter exception allows POP3 via protocol TCP,
destination port 110 to any IP address. The filter exception is applied
with a Source Interface of the BorderManager private interface, and a
Destination Interface of the BorderManager public interface.

Figure 63 - FILTCFG - POP3 Filter Exception Setting
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RDATE

NetWare 3.1x and NetWare 4.1x servers can use a program from
http://www.murkworks.com called RDATE.NLM to set their clocks
to a time server on the Internet. RDATE uses port 37, so you might
want to set up a stateful filter exception to allow UDP port 37 through
BorderManager. (It is also easy to set up a Generic UDP proxy for
RDATE).

This stateful filter exception allows RDATE via protocol UDP,
destination port 37 to any IP address. The filter exception is applied
with a Source Interface of the BorderManager private interface, and a
Destination Interface of the BorderManager public interface.

Figure 64 - FILTCFG - RDATE Filter Exception Setting
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RealAudio (RealPlayer G2)

In BorderManager 3.0 and 3.5, it is possible to use the built in
RealAudio Proxy by configuring the RealPlayer settings properly, but
if you need to allow RealPlayer G2 traffic using only packet filter
exceptions, you can get it working in by opening up TCP port 7070 in
both directions. If you have BorderManager 3.0 or 3.5, use a stateful
filter to allow TCP port 7070 outbound. If you have BorderManager
2.1, you need to configure two exceptions to allow TCP port 7070
inbound and outbound.

Note  RealPlayer G2 first uses HTTP to locate a RealAudio site. You must

therefore have both DNS and HTTP allowed in some manner for RealPlayer
G2 to connect to a site. Once the site has been found, TCP port 7070 carries
the data. In the example shown, RealPlayer G2 is configured to use the same

proxy settings as the default browser (which means Internet Explorer), which
should be port 8080 and the BorderManager private IP address.
(BorderManager in this case was set up with HTTP Proxy enabled). DNS in
this case was already allowed by a stateful filter exception.

Figure 65 - RealPlayer G2 Proxy Menu
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This filter exception was tested using RealPlayer version G2.

At the workstation, first configure RealPlayer G2 under Options,
Preferences, Proxy to use your (Internet Explorer) browser’s proxy
settings, or manually configure the BorderManager private IP address
and proxy port number in use (if any). If you are not using the
BorderManager HTTP proxy, you must have filter exceptions
allowing HTTP port 80 through or RealPlayer G2 will not work.

On the BorderManager server, set up a stateful filter exception for
TCP destination port 7070.

This stateful filter exception allows protocol TCP, destination port
7070 to any IP address. The filter exception is applied with a Source
Interface of the BorderManager private interface, and a Destination
Interface of the BorderManager public interface.

Figure 66 - FILTCFG - RealAudio (RealPlayer) Filter Exception Setting
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SMTP

Since the BorderManager 3.0 and 3.5 mail proxy had certain
problems, and isn’t really designed to allow any host to get to any
SMTP mail server they wish, it can be useful to set up an SMTP filter
exception. The exception shown will simply allow any host to send
mail to an ISP’s mail server by allowing port 25 traffic.

This stateful filter exception allows protocol TCP, destination port 25,
packets to any IP address. The filter exception is applied with a
Source Interface of the BorderManager private interface, and a
Destination Interface of the BorderManager public interface.

Figure 67 - FILTCFG - SMTP Filter Exception Setting
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SSL (HTTPS)

Even though you may be using the HTTP proxy to allow outbound
web browsing, you may wish to allow SSL traffic to bypass the
HTTP proxy. If so, you might also want to set up a stateful filter to
allow port 443 out through the BorderManager server.

This stateful filter exception allows HTTPS/SSL via protocol TCP,
destination port 443 to any IP address. The filter exception is applied
with a Source Interface of the BorderManager private interface, and a
Destination Interface of the BorderManager public interface.

Figure 68 - FILTCFG - SSL/HTTPS Filter Exception Setting
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TELNET

This example will allow any user in your LAN to establish a
TELNET session to an external host.

This stateful filter exception allows TELNET via protocol TCP,
destination port 23 to any IP address. The filter exception is applied
with a Source Interface of the BorderManager private interface, and a
Destination Interface of the BorderManager public interface.

Note  This filter exception is not necessary for BorderManager 3.5, which

provides a Transparent TELNET proxy.

Figure 69 - FILTCFG - TELNET Filter Exception Setting
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Client-Server VPN

Novell TID 2946630, "BM 3.0 Client to Site VPN Hotstart", states
that it may sometimes be necessary to set up a special filter exception
for VPN Client-Server to function. This example shows that filter
exception. It is advisable to try a VPN Client-Server configuration
without using this filter exception as it may not be necessary.

This filter exception allows traffic from the virtual VPTUNNEL
interface to the public interface and public IP address of the
BorderManager VPN server. This exception may be indicated in
cases where a pure IP client is being used to log into the network with
a VPN connection.

Figure 70 - FILTCFG - TELNET Filter Exception Setting
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Example Reverse Proxy Acceleration Filter
Exceptions

Reverse proxy acceleration of an internal web server to the outside is
definitely the way to go. However, reverse proxy is usually done to a
secondary IP address, and the BorderManager default filters will
block not only the requests to the secondary IP address, but also the
responses from the secondary IP address (from the Proxy server).
Therefore, set up the following two filter exceptions to allow HTTP
traffic to and from the Reverse Proxy.

HTTP to Reverse Proxy on Secondary IP Address

This filter exception will allow HTTP requests using protocol TCP,
any source port and destination port 80 to a destination IP address
equal to the secondary IP address used by the Reverse Proxy.

Figure 71 - FILTCFG - HTTP Filter Exception Setting
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This filter exception allows the reverse proxy to respond to requests
by allowing outbound traffic using protocol TCP, any source port,
and destination ports 1024-65535 from a source IP address set to the
secondary IP address configured for reverse proxy acceleration. In
this case, the Novell built-in definition for dynamic/tcp was applied
with a source IP address called out.

Figure 72 - FILTCFG - Reverse Proxy Acceleration HTTP Filter Exception
Setting
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SSL

If your internal web server being reverse accelerated requires SSL
(HTTPS), you also need to allow SSL port 443 traffic to the
secondary IP address of the reverse proxy.

This filter exception also allows SSL Proxy Authentication to a
reverse proxy should that option be enabled.

This filter exception allows SSL (HTTPS) to the reverse proxy by
allowing protocol TCP, any source port, and a destination port equal
to 443 to a destination IP address set to the secondary IP address
configured for reverse proxy acceleration.

Figure 73 - FILTCFG - Reverse Proxy Acceleration SSL/HTTPS Filter
Exception Setting
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Example Inbound Filter Exceptions Using
Static NAT

Static NAT is generally done using secondary IP addresses, and the
BorderManager default filters should block all traffic to a secondary
IP address on the public side. It is generally necessary to set up two
filter exceptions for each static NAT address pair, unless stateful
filters are used. Since stateful filters have additional overhead, and
you normally aren’t worried about hacking into the static NAT traffic
from inside your LAN, I recommend using non-stateful filter
exceptions with static NAT.

Citrix WinFrame

Citrix WinFrame hosts can be accessed by two different client types,
each requiring its own particular destination port number. The
examples shown will allow inbound connections from both a stand-
alone Citrix ICA (Independent Computing Architecture) client and a
browser-based snap-in client.

This filter exception allows inbound traffic from the Citrix ICA client
to an internal Citrix WinFrame host through a static NAT address
pair. TCP source ports 1024-65535, destination port 1494 are allowed
to the static NAT internal IP address of the Citrix host.

Figure 74 - FILTCFG - Citrix ICA (Inbound) Filter Exception Setting
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This filter exception allows outbound (return) traffic from the internal
Citrix WinFrame host to an external Citrix ICA client through a static
NAT address pair. TCP source port 1494, destination ports 1024-
65535 are allowed to from the static NAT internal IP address of the
Citrix host.

This filter exception allows inbound traffic from the Citrix browser-
based client to an internal Citrix WinFrame / MetaFrame host through

Figure 75 - FILTCFG - Citrix ICA (Outbound) Filter Exception Setting

Figure 76 - FILTCFG - Citrix (Inbound) Filter Exception Setting
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a static NAT address pair. TCP source ports 1024-65535, destination
port 1604 are allowed to the static NAT internal IP address of the
Citrix host.

This filter exception allows outbound (return) traffic from the internal
Citrix WinFrame / MetaFrame host to an external Citrix browser-
based client through a static NAT address pair. TCP source port 1604,
destination ports 1024-65535 traffic is allowed from the internal IP
address of the Citrix host

Figure 77 - FILTCFG - Citrix (Outbound) Filter Exception Setting
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FTP

The testing was done using ServeFTP from Novell LAN Workgroup
Pro 5.0 as an FTP server on Windows NT 4.0.

The above example is all that was needed for RapidFTP from Novell
to connect and transfer data. In addition, the command line FTP
program from Win98 works, as does WS_FTP LE, if you do not
enable passive transfers.

This filter exception uses the BorderManager 3.0 predefined ftp-port-
pasv-st stateful filter applied with a source interface of the
BorderManager public interface and a destination interface of the any
interface, any source IP address, and a destination IP address of the
internal static NAT FTP server.

Note  The version of this filter shipped with BorderManager 3.5 may have a

bug that prevents it from working correctly. See the Troubleshooting section
of this book for a work-around. The bug is supposed to be fixed in the
BM35F2A.EXE patch, and the BM35SP1.EXE patch (not yet released when
this book was written).

Figure 78 - FILTCFG - FTP (Inbound) Filter Exception Setting
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pcANYWHERE 8.0 / 9.0

This example covers pcANYWHERE, version 8.0, running from a
Windows98 PC to a Windows NT 4.0 server running
pcANYWHERE version 8.0. The same exceptions work with
pcANYWHERE 9.0.

It appears that pcANYWHERE version 8.0 tries to locate a TCP/IP-
based host using UPD port 5632. If it doesn’t get an immediate
response, it will also try UDP port 22. A UDP response is sent out to
UDP port 5632 (or on UDP port 22 if UDP port 22 was used instead
of port 5632).

Once a pcANYWHERE host is located, a response is received on
UDP port 5632 by the originating host, and a connection is then
established using TCP port 5631.

This means that one method of configuring filter exceptions (which
would work with BorderManager 2.1 also) is to set up four different
filter exceptions:

1. Allow UDP source ports 1024-65535 and destination port 5632
with the static NAT internal IP address as the destination IP
address.

2. Allow UDP source port 5632 and destination ports 1024-65535
with the static NAT internal IP address as the source IP address.

3. Allow TCP source ports 1024-65535 and destination port 5631
with the static NAT internal IP address as the destination IP
address.

4. Allow TCP destination ports 1024-65535 and source port 5631
with the static NAT internal IP address as the source IP address.

An alternative would be to set up a stateful filter for UDP port 5632
and another for TCP port 5631 and apply it in the appropriate
direction (from Public interface to Private interface).

Another alternative is to allow UDP port 22 instead of 5632 in filter
exceptions 1 and 2 above.
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Locating Internal pcANYWHERE Host with UDP port 5632

This filter exception allows pcANYWHERE inbound ‘location’
traffic, using protocol UDP, source ports 1024-65535, destination
port 5632, and a destination IP address of the static NAT internal IP
address used by the pcANYWHERE host.

Figure 79 - FILTCFG - pcANYWHERE (Inbound) Filter Exception Setting
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This filter exception allows pcANYWHERE outbound ‘location’
traffic using protocol UDP, source port 5632, destination ports 1024-
65535, and a source IP address equal to the static NAT internal IP
address of the internal pcANYWHERE host.

Figure 80 - FILTCFG - pcANYWHERE (Outbound) Filter Exception Setting
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Data Transfer Between pcANYWHERE Hosts using TCP port 5631

The previous example showed how to set up UDP filter exceptions to
allow an internal pcANYWHERE host to be found from the Internet.
Once the host is located, a TCP connection using port 5631 must be
established to actually perform the remote control functions.

This filter exception allows inbound pcANYWHERE data to the
internal pcANYWHERE host using protocol TCP, source ports 1024-
65535, destination port 5631, and a destination IP address equal to the
static NAT internal IP address of the pcANYWHERE host.

Figure 81- FILTCFG - pcANYWHERE (Inbound) Filter Exception Setting
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This filter exception allows outbound data from the internal
pcANYWHERE host using protocol TCP, source port 5631,
destination ports 1024-65535, and a source IP address equal to the
static NAT internal IP address of the internal pcANYWHERE host.

Figure 82 - FILTCFG - pcANYWHERE (Outbound) Filter Exception Setting
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Alternative - Locating Internal pcANYWHERE Host with UDP port 22

If for some reason you cannot or do not wish to allow UDP port 5632
in and out of your network, you can follow these examples for using
UDP port 22 instead (or in addition to).

This filter exception shows an alternative to allowing UDP port 5632
– allow inbound 'location' traffic using protocol UDP, source ports
1024-65535, destination port 22, and a destination IP address equal to
the static NAT internal IP address of the internal pcANYWHERE
host.

Figure 83 - FILTCFG - pcANYWHERE (Inbound) Filter Exception Setting
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The second half of the UDP port 5632 alternative – allow outbound
traffic using protocol UDP, source port 22, destination ports 1024-
65535, and a source IP address equal to the static NAT internal IP
address of the internal pcANYWHERE host.

Figure 84 - FILTCFG - pcANYWHERE (Outbound) Filter Exception Setting
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SMTP

The following examples show how to allow SMTP mail traffic to and
from an internal SMTP mail server using static NAT. It is often a
good idea to further restrict this static NAT traffic to only allow
communications between the internal host and the ISP's mail server.
(If the ISP has multiple mail servers, set up filter exceptions for each
of their mail server IP addresses). Restricting SMTP traffic to only
the ISP's mail servers will help prevent someone from using your
mail server as a mail relay host (for spamming purposes).

Your SMTP mail server might also need to make DNS queries, and
depending on how you have DNS services set up on your network,
you may also need to add outbound DNS filter exceptions (one
outbound, plus one return traffic exception) for the internal SMTP
server IP address.

This filter allows anyone to send SMTP port 25 mail to the internal
SMTP mail server at 192.168.10.250. This filter exception allows
protocol TCP with any source port and a destination port of 25 to a
destination IP address set to the static NAT internal IP address used
by an SMTP mail server.

Note  Here is where you might want to add your ISP's mail server IP address

as a Source IP address.

Figure 85 - FILTCFG - SMTP (Inbound) Filter Exception Setting
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This filter exception allows the internal SMTP mail server to send
SMTP mail. Please observe that the filter is also applied to the
internal IP address and not the public IP address called out in the
static NAT table. The filter exception allows protocol TCP with any
source port and a destination port of 25 from an IP address set to the
static NAT internal IP address of an SMTP server.

Figure 86 - FILTCFG - SMTP (Outbound response) Filter Exception
Setting
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This filter exception allows the SMTP mail host to respond to SMTP
requests coming in. This filter exception allows protocol TCP with
source port 25 and a destination port range of 1024-65535 from a
source IP address equal to the static NAT internal IP address of an
SMTP mail server.  Set the destination IP address equal to the SMTP
server of your ISP if you want to allow communications only to your
ISP's mail server(s).

This filter exception allows the SMTP mail host to receive responses
to SMTP requests coming going out. This filter exception allows
protocol TCP with source port 25 and a destination port range of
1024-65535 from any source IP address, and to a destination source
IP address equal to the static NAT internal IP address of an SMTP
mail server.  Set the source IP address equal to the SMTP server of
your ISP if you want to allow communications only to your ISP's
mail server(s).

Figure 87 - FILTCFG - SMTP (Outbound) Filter Exception Setting

Figure 88 - FILTCFG - SMTP (Inbound) Filter Exception Setting
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BorderManager 2.1 –
Stateful Filters
Alternative

Many of the examples of filter exceptions assume the use of stateful
filters. Since BorderManager 2.1 does not include stateful filtering
capability, you must configure additional exceptions to get things
working. Basically BorderManager 2.1 does not include stateful filter
capability, ACK filter capability or the special FTP-PORT, FTP-
PASV, and FTP-PORT-PASV filters. In general, you will end up
needing to set up a Dynamic TCP or Dynamic UDP filter exception
to allow the high ports into your network so that responses to
outbound queries are not filtered as they return.

For example, you wish to allow outbound DNS requests from any
internal host to an external DNS server hosted at your ISP. So you
first set up a simple DNS filter exception allowing outbound
destination port 53 over UDP. With dynamic NAT enabled, your
internal hosts can send their DNS requests out. But they never get a
response.

The reason is that the host is sending out requests to destination UDP
port 53, but the request is sent out with a randomly-chosen high
source port, let’s say port 35145. Your host expects to see a reply to
that destination port when a return packet comes back. (Outbound,
source port 35145 & destination port 53, Inbound reply traffic,
source port 53 & destination port 35145).

The originating host PC will pick a ‘high’ port number at random,
and that port number can be anywhere between port 1024 and port
65535.

You therefore must set up a Dynamic UDP filter exception on your
Public IP address to allow all packets between port 1024 and port
65535 into your network. You could set up one filter exception
allowing Any source port, or restrict the source port to port 53 only.
Restricting the source port to specific port numbers will enhance
security, but it will also require you to set up a new Dynamic UDP (or
Dynamic TCP) exception for each outbound port number you wish to
allow.

The best security using packet filter exceptions in BorderManager 2.1
for inbound traffic will be to set up individual filter exceptions for
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each type of return traffic. Specify the source port (usually the same
as the destination port of the outgoing traffic) as well as a range of
destination ports from 1024-65535. In addition, when the traffic is
intended only to go to and from known hosts, add a source IP address
to the filter. An example would be to allow SMTP return traffic only
from TCP source port 25, destination ports 1024-65535, and source
IP address equal to your ISP's mail server IP address. This will
require a separate filter exception for each mail server used at the ISP.
This short example also addresses only return traffic in an SMTP
conversation - not inbound SMTP mail itself. Inbound SMTP mail
would require another set of filter exceptions for each of the ISP's
mail servers using TCP destination port 25, and requiring the source
ports to be in the range of 1024-65535. One begins to see that
BorderManager 2.1 filter exceptions get to be complex in the absence
of stateful filters as several related filter exceptions are needed to
allow traffic out and only the desired return traffic back in. Keep
good notes!

Generic Exception for TCP Return Traffic
If you do not want to set up individual filter exceptions to allow
return TCP traffic for each application through BorderManager, you
can set up a single filter exception which will allow almost all of your
outgoing TCP traffic to receive a response.

Apply the built-in Dynamic/TCP filter definition to allow all TCP
high ports. This filter exception allows destination TCP ports 1024-
65535, all source ports, with a source interface = the public interface
and a destination interface = the private interface.

Figure 89 - Generic TCP Filter Exception to Allow All Return Traffic
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Generic Exception for UDP Return Traffic
If you do not want to set up individual filter exceptions to allow
return UDP traffic for each application through BorderManager, you
can set up a single filter exception which will allow almost all of your
outgoing UDP traffic to receive a response.

Apply the built-in Dynamic/UDP filter definition to allow all UDP
high ports. This filter exception allows destination UDP ports 1024-
65535, all source ports, with a source interface = the public interface
and a destination interface = the private interface.

Figure 90 -- Generic UDP Filter Exception to Allow All Return Traffic
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Troubleshooting
There isn't a lot that goes wrong with packet filtering, assuming you
have determined that you indeed have a packet filtering issue, but
here are a few troubleshooting steps you can take.

Is It A Filtering Problem?
First you must determine if you even have a packet filter problem.
Normally this means you are filtering some traffic that you want to
allow. There are two methods to determine if filtering is stopping
your traffic.

• Use SET TCP IP DEBUG=1 at the server console and look for
the word FILTERING following a line showing your packets of
interest. If you are working with a very busy server, you may find
it necessary to use CONLOG.NLM to capture the traffic to a text
file (which will be saved as SYS:ETC\CONSOLE.LOG) and
search for the packets of interest there.

• UNLOAD IPFLT.NLM  at the server console. This will
immediately disable all IP packet filtering, and if your
application now starts working, you can bet something was being
filtered. It will then be necessary to determine the port numbers
being filtered and determine if you can safely add filter
exceptions to allow the traffic. (Not all applications lend
themselves to working through a firewall, and getting those
applications to function may result in opening up your network so
much that the firewall is ineffective).

CAUTION UNLOAD IPFLT and disabling your IP filters removes firewall
functionality!  If you need a highly secure network at all times, you should be
doing this sort of testing in a lab environment!

The other kind of filtering issue involves allowing unwanted traffic
that you intended to be filtering. There are two things to check if this
situation is occurring.

• Be sure that you have enabled the default filter exceptions with
BRDCFG.NLM and not manually removed them using
FILTCFG.NLM. You can run BRDCFG.NLM again to add back
default filters and exceptions.

• Check the filter exceptions in FILTCFG.NLM to ensure that you
have not added an exception that inadvertently allows the traffic
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of interest. Be especially alert for a filter exception that allows
Any to Any.

• Check to be sure IPFLT.NLM is loaded.

• Check to see that your internal hosts and routers have a default
gateway setting.

Stateful Filter Exceptions Aren't Working
This can be especially puzzling as it appears for no apparent reason,
and it is clear (from TCP IP DEBUG) that the very destination port
you are trying to allow is clearly being filtered in the outbound
direction. This situation occurs when applying a filter to an interface
instead of an IP address or 'All interfaces'. Changing the stateful filter
exception to All Interfaces works sometimes.  There are some patches
to BorderManager 3.5 that specifically address several problems with
stateful filters by updating the IPFLT31.NLM file.  Be sure to get the
BM35F2A.EXE or BM35SP1.EXE patch (or later versions of those
patches).

One reason for the problem may be that the problem is not due to
IPFLT31.NLM issues at all, but instead involves the server not
correctly identifying the public and private interfaces as they appear
in the FILTCFG menu. The problem usually occurs when a network
interface card (NIC) has been removed, as in going from three
network cards to two. Something 'gets confused' in how the interfaces
are identified. Variations of this problem can even occur by deleting
an interface definition and recreating it, such as changing a network
card out for another.

The cure is likely to be recreating the SYS:ETC\NETINFO.CFG file.
Related to that may be the need to also recreate the
SYS:ETC\TCPIP.CFG file, which holds some IP address settings,
including static NAT definitions. The most thorough way to solve the
problem is to:

1. rename those files to NETINFO.OLD and TCPIP.OLD,

2. LOAD INETCFG, and then recreate all of the network settings
again, followed by,

3. REINITIALIZE SYSTEM.

Note  Problems in NETINFO.CFG and/or TCPIP.CFG can cause other

strange and unexpected behavior, such as static NAT definitions seeming to
disappear.
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Note  Be sure to check your filter definition closely to ensure that the 'stateful'

option has been selected - it is easy to overlook setting that parameter!

My Filter Exception Looks OK, But My Traffic
Is Still Blocked

• Check to see if the traffic is UDP, and the filter is for TCP, or
vice-versa.

• Check to see if the filter exception is based on source port,
instead of destination port, or vice-versa. Especially with
BorderManager 2.1, which has no stateful filters, you need to set
up (at least) two filter exceptions - one to allow a destination port
out, and the other to allow the return traffic, often in the port
range of 1024-65535.

Filter exceptions can be subtle - look very closely at the results of a
TCP IP DEBUG trace to see what is actually happening. You need to
pay attention to the line directly above FILTERING to determine
protocol (TCP or UDP, usually), source port, destination port, and if
the traffic was inbound or outbound.

All My Traffic Is Blocked, Even Proxies.
Check to see if you have applied the default filters twice, once to the
public interface and again to the private interface.  If you have done
this, your default filter exceptions may look fine, but you will have
two sets of filters (not exceptions) blocking traffic first to the Public
interface and again to the Private interface.  In this case you should
delete all the filters using FILTCFG.NLM (you might also need to
delete any incorrect filter exceptions), and then run BRDCFG.NLM
again.

The Application Keeps Changing Port
Numbers

Some applications simply don't work well through a firewall and
expect that connections can be established in both directions using
any port in the range of 1024-65535. A typical symptom might be
that both source and destination port numbers are not the same with
each attempt of launching the application. Your choice: don't allow
the application or don't filter your network. Often these programs also
don't work with a NAT configuration either.
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Stateful Filters or TCP/IP Communications
Work, But Quit Working or Are Inconsistent

You probably need to get an updated version of IPFLT31.NLM, and
possibly TCPIP.NLM. Check the Minimum Patch List and Novell
Public Forums at http://support.novell.com to find out what the latest
patch name is. Another possibility is that your server has run out of
resources necessary to support stateful filtering - check the readme
file from your patches closely to ensure you have made the proper
settings.  A relatively new setting that has made its appearance with
TCPIP.NLM version 5.31a is SET TCP IP MAXIMUM SMALL
ECBS=65534 (the maximum).  The maximum small ECBS parameter
helps allocate additional memory for certain types of IP
communications, which helps on a busy server.

My Port Numbers Are Really Weird!
• When using TCP IP DEBUG you starting seeing port numbers

that simply don't come close to any of the examples shown in this
book.

• You are seeing port numbers reported that are over (WAY over)
65535. In some cases port numbers like 5356072435!  Here is an
example:

You have a version of TCPIP.NLM that is incorrectly reporting the
port numbers. This problem was especially prevalent with NetWare
4.11 and some of the early service packs, and may be a 'feature' of
NW4SP7. You need to get an updated version of TCPIP.NLM from

Tcp IP Debug set to 1
        LOOPBACK:pktid:44733 10.1.1.1->10.1.1.1 ttl:128 (UDP)
UDP:Source Port:109903872Destination Port:109903872
RECEIVE:pktid:44733 10.1.1.1->10.1.1.1 ttl:128 (UDP)
UDP:Source Port:109903872Destination Port:109903872
LOCAL:pktid:44733 10.1.1.1->10.1.1.1 ttl:128 (UDP)
UDP:Source Port:109903872Destination Port:109903872
Discard Incoming: cause(FILTERING), reason(5)
LOOPBACK:pktid:44989 10.1.1.1->10.1.1.1 ttl:128 (UDP)
UDP:Source Port:109903872Destination Port:109903872
RECEIVE:pktid:44989 10.1.1.1->10.1.1.1 ttl:128 (UDP)
UDP:Source Port:109903872Destination Port:109903872
LOCAL:pktid:44989 10.1.1.1->10.1.1.1 ttl:128 (UDP)
UDP:Source Port:109903872Destination Port:109903872
Discard Incoming: cause(FILTERING), reason(5)
LOOPBACK:pktid:45245 10.1.1.1->10.1.1.1 ttl:128 (UDP)
UDP:Source Port:109903872Destination Port:109903872
RECEIVE:pktid:45245 10.1.1.1->10.1.1.1 ttl:128 (UDP)
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http://support.novell.com. It is best to check in the Novell Public
Forums as well as the Minimum Patch List to find out what the latest
TCPIP.NLM patch is called.  At the time this book was written, the
BMTCPE4.EXE patch contained a 40-bit version of TCPIP.NLM
which works well on all versions of NetWare 4.11 and 5.0, with or
without BorderManager installed.  However, the BorderManager 3.0
versions of TCPIP do not work with BorderManager 2.1 for VPN
encryption.

FTP-PORT-PASV-ST Stateful Filter Doesn't
Work in BorderManager 3.5

There seems to be a bug with the version of the FTP-PORT-PASV-
ST filter definition shipped with BorderManager 3.5, (and possibly
other FTP stateful filter exceptions). I have set up BorderManager 3.5
servers where the filter worked, and others where it did not. The bug
is supposed to be fixed in the BM35F2A.EXE patch, and also the
BM35SP1.EXE patch. Check the Minimum Patch List and Novell
Support Connection Public Forums at http://support.novell.com to
find out what the latest available BorderManager 3.5 patch is called.
Otherwise set up filter exceptions (as you would have to do with
BorderManager 2.1). Allow outbound TCP ports 20-21, source ports
1024-65535. Add another filter exception to allow inbound TCP
destination ports 1024-65353, source ports 20-21.

POP3-ST Stateful Filter Doesn't Work in
BorderManager 3.5

There is a bug with the version of the POP3-ST filter definition
shipped with BorderManager 3.5. The Stateful parameter was not
enabled in the built-in POP3-ST filter definition. You can simply
create your own POP3(new)-ST filter definition which enables the
stateful parameter, or try manually editing the sys:etc\builtins-cfg file.
Also check the Minimum Patch List and Novell Public Forums at
http://support.novell.com to find out if there is a patch, and if so, what
the latest patch name is.

All IP Traffic Quits Working After Some Time
You probably need to get an updated version of TCPIP.NLM. Check
the Minimum Patch List and Novell Public Forums at
http://support.novell.com to find out what the latest patch name is.

You may need to increase the Maximum Physical Receive Packet
size setting to allow for larger packets - in some cases up to 4224
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bytes!  If you have settings below 1600 or so, you may find odd
behavior like small files transfer but not larger ones. This setting is
particularly required for network cards using Intel chipsets on
NetWare 5 servers after applying Service Pack 3.  Also, with versions
of TCPIP.NLM 5.31a or later, try SET TCP IP MAXIMUM SMALL
ECBS=65534.

In general, check these items:

• Get latest TCPIP patch

• Use SET TCP IP MAXIMUM SMALL ECBS=65534

• Get the latest PROXY.NLM patch

• Get the latest IPFLT31.NLM patch

• Get the latest NAT.NLM patch (in the latest NW support packs)

My Application Works For Me, But Not For
My Friend Outside The Firewall

This is a typical problem with certain chat-type software, and could
be with any application that tries to establish a direct host-to-host
connection between two PC's with one of them behind a firewall.
Outbound connections may work, but not the reverse. This type of
application is likely to require a static NAT configuration for each
internal host. Check the IP traffic using SET TCP IP DEBUG=1 to
see if inbound connections are trying to be made on random high
ports.

Some programs are simply not suited to working through firewalls as
you would have to effectively open all ports up in order to get the
program to work.

Some programs will work best using a SOCKS gateway.  If the
application has a SOCKS option, try using that before going to great
lengths setting up filter exceptions.

I Can't Filter Traffic That Brings Up My Dial-
Up Connection!

Well… you're right.  Unfortunately you can't, due to the way that
Novell works with dial-up and filtering.  First, a dial-up link is
opened, and THEN filtering is activated because the link is opened
before the packet even gets to the router.  About the only way around
this problem is to get a dial-up router upstream from the one
connected to your BorderManager server, and activate some filtering
on that router. This problem is inherent to how the Novell TCPIP
stack is written and would require a fundamental change to the
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coding.  So in short - unless something major has changed with the
TCPIP stack, you are wasting your time trying to keep those dial-up
WAN links from coming up by using filtering techniques.
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Odds & Ends
This section is intended to relay some information I have received
from various sources, but for which I do not have examples.  In some
cases I have not personally tried out the suggested filter exceptions.

Other Useful Port Numbers
I have heard users of the Novell Public Forums report that they have
been able to get the following services to work through
BorderManager with the destination port numbers shown. I have not
confirmed this information personally.

Lotus Notes

Try allowing TCP destination port 1352 through.

AOL

Try allowing TCP destination port 5190 (which should be the same as
for the AOL Instant Messenger example shown in this book).

GroupWise

The GroupWise POA uses (apparently) both TCP and UDP port 1677
(and apparently the MTA uses port 7100). It will be necessary to
allow destination port 1677 in both inbound and outbound directions
for the post offices to communication to each other.

LDAP

Try setting up a stateful filter for TCP destination port 389, source
port Any (or source ports 1024-65535).

Novell's FILT01A.EXE File
Novell has for some time provided a file called FILT01A.EXE which
provides some predefined filter exceptions for DNS, HTTP, and FTP
for both BorderManager 2.1 and BorderManager 3.0. You would
replace your existing FILTERS.CFG file with one of the examples
provided in the file. There are also some filter worksheets provided in
various formats.
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An Alternative to TCP IP DEBUG
If you have ever used SET TCP IP DEBUG=1 on a production server
with a lot of traffic crossing it, you know how much information can
fly by in a few seconds, obscuring the packet or two of interest to
you. There is a way to view individual packets being filtered as they
occur without seeing all the non-filtered traffic. Use the following
command to enable the filter debug options, and choose the option of
interest. As with any debug option, this option should not be left
enabled on a production server.

Note  At the time this book was written, this setting only worked with servers

running BorderManager 3.0 or later.

This command should bring up a list of options as shown above.
Enable the option of interest with the command shown.  With these
commands you can have more control over debug traffic reported. I
personally found the SET TCP DISCARD FILTER DEBUG=1 to be
the most useful of the options.

Some experimentation will be necessary to understand the Filter
Debug options.

SET FILTER DEBUG=ON

Figure 91 - SET FILTER DEBUG = ON Menu
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NCF Files To Use With SET FILTER
DEBUG=ON

I have provided these examples for your use.  I think you will find
them useful to capture filter debug information and display it easily.

T1.NCF (Turn On Debugging and Capture the Results)

T0.NCF (Turn Off Debugging and Display the Results)

Note  Be sure to remember to reload CONLOG after using the T0.NCF

commands if you normally use CONLOG and wish to continue console
logging.

Rem This NCF file stops IP filter debugging and displays the logged results
Rem by using EDIT.  Type in T1 to start the debug and T0 to stop it.
Rem If you want to use CONLOG after running this NCF file, you must
Rem restart it manually.  (LOAD CONLOG MAX=100)
Unload CONLOG
SET FILTER DEBUG=Off
SET TCP DISCARD FILTER DEBUG=0
SET UDP DISCARD FILTER DEBUG=0
SET ICMP DISCARD FILTER DEBUG=0
LOAD EDIT SYS:ETC\CONSOLE.LOG

Rem This NCF file starts IP filter debugging and logs the screen results
Rem to a file with CONLOG.  Type in T1 to start the debug and T0 to stop it.
Rem Uncomment the lines below to start the desired debug options.
Unload CONLOG
LOAD CONLOG MAX=100
SET FILTER DEBUG=ON
SET TCP DISCARD FILTER DEBUG=1
rem SET UDP DISCARD FILTER DEBUG=1
rem SET ICMP DISCARD FILTER DEBUG=1
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Other References
Other sources of information on port numbers can be found at Marcus
Williamson’s web site at http://www.connectotel.com/border/.

It is always a good idea to check a manufacturer's web site for
information on setting up a product with a firewall.

Well-known port numbers are described in RFC 1700 and on
numerous Internet web sites. Use a web search engine to find a site
detailing these port numbers.

Novell describes how to set up a number of filter exceptions in one
Technical Information Document (TID) or another. Look these up
using the Knowledgebase link at http://support.novell.com and
entering a search term for the type of traffic you want to allow. Many
of the TIDs describe BorderManager 2.1 filter exceptions (no stateful
filters).

The Novell Knowledgebase also contains many TIDs on
BorderManager issues or problems. A good TID to look at is
2949528, "Top BorderManager Issues", which references other TIDs
on common problems.

Proprietary programs may change the port numbers they use between
revisions. Check the manufacturer's web site for guidance in setting
up the program with a firewall.
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